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ABSTRACT

The Uluru (Ayers Rock-Mount Olga) National Park is located in central
Australia, some

450

kilometers from Alice Springs and roughly

equidistant from Australia's major cities. I

While the park is at once a

refuge for a variety of desert flora and fauna and the home and homeland
of Yankuny�a�ara and Pi�an�atjara people (Anangu ),2 it is the literally
monolithic presence of Uluru/ Ayers Rock which gives the park a unique
National and International profile. The significance of the 1,325 square
kilometers of land which falls within its boundaries can be constructed
and deconstructed to produce a seemingly endless variety of scientific,
indigenous, non-indigenous, Anangu, political, ecological, touristic and
historic meanings but Uluru/ Ayers Rock is integral to understanding
them alP
This thesis is an historic reading of but one of those texts - the response of
the Northern Territory Government to the Commonwealth's decision to
grant Anangu title, with leaseback, to the Park. In the period between the
announcement of the decision in November 1983 to the withdrawal of all
Northern Territory staff from the Park in May 1986, the issue became a
platform for Territory politicians seeking election in both the NT and
Federal Parliaments. It forced the resignation of one of the most senior
Country Liberal Party (CLP) party figures and led a Territory Chief Minister
on an expensive national tour to warn Australians of a "national tragedy"
should the handback proceed.
This thesis will argue the Territory Government's response to the
handback of Uluru National Park was based fundamentally on a territorial
opposition to Commonwealth and/ or Aboriginal control of land within
the boundaries of the Northern Territory. At a time when almost 50% of
the Northern Territory was subject to Aboriginal Land Claims and the

Commonwealth was intent on extending the same rights to Aboriginal
I

Uluru <Ayers Rock-Mount Olga) National Park Plan of Manage ment,
Australian National Parks and Wildlife Se rvice , Commonwealth of Australia,
1 982, p3.

2 Uluru

(Ayers Roc k-Mount Olga) National Park Plan of Management, Uluru
K a t a tj ut a Board of Manage me nt, Australian National Parks and Wildlife
Service , Commonwealth of Australia, 1986 & 1 9 9 1 .
3 The ideological struggle which is containe d i n the choice of Uluru o r
Ayers Rock as "the " name for the one fe ature is a text i n itse lf.
111

people throughout Australia, the significance of "the Rock" to non
Aboriginal Australians provided the NT Government with a populist
rallying point, around which it could gather a community of opposition to
Aboriginal Land Rights. As such, the territorial assertions of the NT
Government were not only about control of the

1.325

square kilometers of

land within the boundaries of the National Park but also about defining
an ideological territory in a broader struggle between Aboriginal and non
Aboriginal people over the meaning of land and land rights.
While my gaze is deliberately focussed on how and why one particular
government sought to superimpose its particular meaning over the Park, it is
necessary to delve into other constructions of the Park used (or negated) by the
Territory Government in the course of their campaign. However this thesis
does not attempt to engage at the level of Anangu Law the significance of the
Park for its custodians, Anangu, Justice Toohey and others having detailed the
area's Anangu story.4
Neither do

I

attempt to speak as a "Territorian". This thesis will argue

that fundamentally, the image of the "Territorian" in the period under
discussion was based not on physical characteristics but rather on
adherence to beliefs shaped and promoted by the Country Liberal Party.
The "Territorian" was a populist "us" against which Commonwealth
imposed legislative constraints to the CLP's political and economic
agenda could be simplified as "threats" to "us" from "them".

As someone

who does not identify myself with such an agenda and a resident of a mere
two years, I inevitably speak as an "outsider". I have at least however,
witnessed the re-enactment of the same territorial struggle in the events
surrounding the Variety Club Bash, in

1992.5

4 See F i lm

Australia; Mutitjulu Comm unity., " Uiuru an Anangu Sto ry " , Film
Australia, L i ndfield, 1986. Also Toohey, J., Uluru ( Ayers Ro ck) Natio nal
park and Lak e Am adeus: Luritja Land Claim. Australian Government
Publishing Serv ice, Canberra, 1 980; Australian National Parks and Wild li fe
Anangu Initiatives in Ayers Rock Tou rism.
Serv ice (ed)., Sharing the Park:
Institute fo r Aboriginal Develo pm ent, Alice Springs, 1 983; Layto n, R., U I u r u
a n Abo riginal histo ry o f Ayers Ro ck. Abo riginal Studies Press, Canberra,
1 989.
5

Fo r an analysis o f the events surro unding the Variety Club Bash, see
Haines, K . , "The 1 992 Variety bash - A Second Invasion? Com peting
Co nstructions o f Uluru Natio nal Park" , A m ino r research project subm itted
in part fulfilment o f the degree o f Master o f Educational S tudies
(Aboriginal Educatio n ) at the Northern Territo ry Univer s ity, 1992.
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The Bananna republic went to war against Arrebnac for the second time in
1983 when the evil ruler of Greater Irian, Haw Kee, stole the Rock from

South Irian.l

I
"Rock Inn almost joined the long trek", from Our Niwrad Corre spondant,
Northern Te rritory News (NTN), 26.1 0.85, p6

Vlll

"we always knew we owned this, we learnt it from fathers and
grandfathers, our mothers and grandmothers, but we will share it with the
visitors."
- Tony Tjamiwa

2

"More than anything it's about Territory self respect ...They make arbitrary
decisions on our land, on our national parks, on our mining and tourist
industries, and now our most famous land-mark Ayers Rock. They'll
have to listen to us after December 3"
- P a u l Everingham3

"It is now essential to establish the very public principle that the land
inside the Northern Territory belongs to the Northern Territory
Government"
- Ian Tuxwort h4

"where we stand is not only in the middle of the continent but at the very
heart"
- S ir Ninian StephenS

2 Mr Tjamiwa is a traditio nal o wner o f U luru. Quoted in "The joy lasted fo r
two seconds", The Sydney Morning Herald, (SMH), 26.1 0.85, p2
3 Paul Everingham, Chief Minister o f the Northern Territo r y , quo ted i n
"Stand Up Fo r Yo ur Rights", Northern Territory News. 22. 1 1 .83, p i
4 Ian Tuxworth, Chief Minister o f the Northern Territo ry, quoted i n "Rock
ro w gets Liberal support", The Northern Territory News. 8 . 1 0.85., p2

5 Sir Ninian Stephen, Australian Go veno r General, quoted in " Rights blast
at Ro ck hando ver" in The Australian , 28 . 1 0.85, p3
IX

INTRODUCTION

I've got nothing against Aboriginal people having land - but y'know - they've
got to do something with it. I

In attempting to reconstruct from an historic perspective reasons for the actions
of the Northern Territory Government during the period under discussion, it is
impossible to move beyond the most fundamental starting point of any story of
Australia - the land itself. For what the chain of events surrounding the
handback of Uluru National Park clearly reveals is the enduring significance of
land - as power, as resource, as social space. It is essential to understand this as
the foundation of a political conflict before it is possible to move on to examine
its expression at a particular time.
While "the landscape" has been an integral part of colonial and post colonial
Australia's search for identity, Australian historiography has for the most part
relied on

a

concept of landscape as "backdrop" for human action. Most

prominently Australian history has been a story of "process", where the
landscape has been seen as isolated and unwelcoming or rich and awaiting - each
case determined by the success/failure of "settlement".2 It has been "overcome"
by the pioneers and its residues imprinted on an "Australian type". More
recently, landscape has been admitted into history on the basis of its influence on
the emergence of a distinct Australian "character", art, literature and
mythologies.3 But while post-colonial thinking has embraced the Australian
landscape as holding significant sites of belonging or "resonance" for non
Aboriginal Australian culture, the idea of landscape as an historical record,
(which like art, literature, politics and popular culture, contains in space the text
of the time in which it was constructed), is largely unexplored by non-Aboriginal
historians writing stories of Australia's developing cultures.
I

Paul Everingham Iv'd by Alastair Heatley in Paul E veringham in Profile.
Darwin Institute of Technology Media Resources, Casuarina, I 987.
2 See Clark, M., A History of Australia, Melbourne University Press, London
and New York, 1 986. Blainey, G., A Land Half Won, Griffin Press Ltd,
Adelaide, 1 980.
3 see Hodge, B., Mishra, V . , Dark Side of the Dream. Allen & Unwin, North
Sydney, 1 991; Smith, B . , European V ision and the South Pac ific. I 768- 1 850: A
Study in the History of Art and Ideas, Oxford University Press, Melbourne,
1 960; Ward, R., The Australian L egend. Oxford University Press, Melbourne,
1958; White, R . , Inventin2 Australia: Im age and Identi ty 1688-1 980, Allen &
Unwin,

Sydney,

1981.

1

Conversely, the past as written on/in the landscape is the very basis of a
"traditional"4 Aboriginal sense of history. "Caring for country" is the
enactment and revisiting of history as contained in the junction of actual
landscape and Aboriginal memory. In a very real sense the landscape
represents, in space, the historic library of the land's custodians.s But just
as an Aboriginal history can be found in the forms and features of the
landscape, a colonial history can be found in the reconstruction of the same
landscape for a European gaze. Dividing and naming the landscape into
political and administrative units and understanding their spaces and
boundaries is part of the colonial process of possession. Contained in the
process of mapping the landscape is a historic record of the way in which
land has been and continues to be understood in colonial and now post
colonial Australia.

It's a process evident in the European construction,

deconstruction and recreation of the land which since 1985 has been a place
called Uluru National Park, owned by Anangu and leased to the
Commonwealth (see Appendix 1).6 Underlying these maps are the lines of
song and story which form the spaces, boundaries and places of the Anangu
landscape. In this overlap and overlay of boundaries there is a historic text
of Anangu and non-Aboriginal interactions, the record of which lies partly
in/ on the landscape itself and partly in the meaning which is attached to
that landscape.
The histories which have shown the greatest interest in the relationship
between land and culture are Aboriginal history, regional history and
environmental history. As noted earlier, Aboriginal history is inescapably
tied to the land for peoples who have been able to maintain some
continuity of contact with traditional areas over the last two hundred years.
While these histories have been traditionally maintained orally, work like

4 I use the word "traditional" to mean those people who have been able to
maintain a connection with their land, language and stories NOT as a
benchmark for any notion of authenticity.
S See Neitchzman, "In a Sea Of Small Boats" in Cu ltural Survival Report 26,
1 989; Rose, D. B., Dingo Makes U s Human, Cambridge U niversity Press,
Cambridge, 1 992.
6 The Park name changed from Ayers Rock National Park, to Uluru (Ayers
Rock-Mount Olga) National Park in 1 977.
In the 1 9 9 1 Uluru (Ayers Rock
Mount Olga) National Park Plan of Management, the spelling of name was
altered to Pitjantjatjara, rather than an
anglicised form.
In this thesis I
have chosen to use the anglicised version, as it was the name which was used
t hr oughout the period under discussion.

2

that of Layton,? provides some guide to how land can provide the base from
which an understanding of culture and the procession of colonisation can
be viewed. The loss of land can also be recovered from the landscape, and
the historic record of dispossession, the "dark side"8 of "settlement", is an
important contribution to the understanding of contemporary culture.9
While regional historians have proven themselves to be, unlike
geographers, remarkably reluctant to engage in debate on the nature and
definition of "a region", regional history by necessity is an acknowledgment
that the unique characteristics of "place", which make "here" distinct from
"there", evolve from the interaction of culture and landscape. In this sense
the work of Bolton, Kiddie, Riddett, Critchett, and Dewar can be seen as
infl uential.l o

Environmental history is a new and developing historiography but one
which offers much to those interested in writing-in land and landscape to
Australian history. Environmental historians argue that political,
intellectual and popular attitudes to the environment are etched on the
landscape itself, in the form of human induced changes ranging from
ecological disasters to the creation of national parks and the idea of
"wilderness". 1 1 While much debate on the emergence and purpose of
7 Layton, R., Uluru: an Aboriginal H i story of Ayers Rock. Abor i ginal Studies
Press, Canberra, 1989.

8 After

9

Hodge, B., Mishra, V . , Dark Side ...

See Mulvaney, D. J . , Encounters i n Place: Outsiders and Aboriginal
Austr alians 1606 - 1 98 5 , University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1 9 8 9 ; Read,
P., "Where Have A l l The People Gone" in A Roberts (ed), Writing A boriginal
History. Canberra, 1988; Rose, D. B . , Hidden Histories. Aboriginal Studies
Press, Canberra, 1 9 9 1 .
I Osee Kiddie, M ., Men of Yesterday: a social history of the western districts of

V i c tor i a , Melbourne Uni ver sity Pr ess, Melbourne, 1 961; Critchett, J., A D i stant
Field of Murde r:
Western District Frontiers 1834 - 1 848, Melbourne University
Press, Melbourne, Carlton, 1990; Riddett, L. A., Kine. Kin and Cou ntry: The
Victoria River District of the Northern Territory I 9 1 1 - 1966, Austr alian
National University North Australia Resear c h Unit, Darwin, 1 990; Dewar , M . ,
" I n Search o f the Never-Never: the Northern Territory metpahor i n
Australian Writing, 1 873- 1 992", a thesis submitted toward the degree
Doctorate of Philosophy in the Faculty of Arts, Norther n Territory
University, 1 993; Bolton, G . , A Thousand Miles A way: A His tory of North
Queensland I 0 1 920. Jacaranda Press, Brisbane, 1963.

I I See Williams, M., "The relations of environmental history and historical
geography" in Journal of Historical Geography. 20, I, 1994, pp 3-2 1 ; White, R.,
"American E n v i ronmental History: The Development of a New Historical
Field" in Pacific Histor ical Review 54, pp 297-335, 1 985; Worster , D., "History
3

environmental history concerns questions of theoretical distinctiveness and
the dubious rigour of assuming we can uncover an ecological "truth" in
nature and our relationship with it, in the story of a contested National
Park, its perspectives have much to offer. As Cronon notes ... what we care

about in nature is its meaning for human beings ".12

"

Of course the most consistent and expansive analysis of the relationship
between culture and landscape falls not within the traditional boundaries of
history at all, but rather within those of geography. In particular, the
development of "humanistic" geography within the last twenty years,13 has
brought the complex relationship between space, place and culture into a
sharper focus. Territoriality14 (the study of boundaries) and "topophilia"15
(human attitudes, values and perceptions towards the environment),
provide two theoretical frameworks which provide some insight into the
basis of competing claims to land.
Two features of territoriality make it a particularly useful tool for historical
analysis. The first is that it must be asserted. While most contemporary
landscapes are subject to numerous and overlapping spacial boundaries, for the
most part a legislated division of responsibilities for land management and
planning ensures the coexistence of local, regional, State/Territory, National and
International spatial claims. An assertion of territorial boundaries, however, is
the rejection of competing authorities within the bounds of what one group
choses to see as its own area. It is an assertion of power, which involves not only
a group's desire for authority within communicated boundaries, but also the
intent to exclude or potentially exclude others who they do not (or will not)
consider as belonging within that area.16 As such, the act of assertion is an

as Natural History: An Essay on Theory and Method" in
Review 5 3 , N o 1 9 , p p 1 - 1 9, 1984.

Pacific H i storical

12 Cronon, W., "Nature, H i story and Narrative" in The Journal of American
History, pp1 347-1 376, March, 1 992, p l 369.
13 Daniels, S . , "Arguements for a humanistic geography" quoted in Jarvis, C.
H . , "Oppo site The Bear: Antartica As Symbol, 1982 - 1 99 1 " , a thesis submitted in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts
with Honours within the Department of Geography, Fliners University, South
Australia, October 1 993, p3.

1 4 See

Sack, D., Human Territo riality. I ts theory and history. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1 986 .
15 Tuan, Yi-Fu., topoh ilia: a study of en vironmental perceptions. attitudes and
v a lu e s , Prentice Hall Inc, New Jersey, 1 974.
16 Sack, Human

T erritoria lity . . . p30.

4

historic expression by a particular individual or group, within which is
contained the values and meanings of the land they seek to controi.I7
Following on from an appreciation of the historical context under which
territoriality is asserted, is the underlying theme of one's "right" to assert it. The
examination of the justification of "rights" in the context of competing claims to
land can reveal the core of an individual's or a cultures attitude to land. It is
hugely important as a consideration of Australian history, where like all colonial
and now post-colonial societies, legitimation of land ownership is the"

raw

and

buried issue in the contemporary Australian consciousness".18
Territoriality therefore defines the events and actions which occurred as a result
of the Commonwealth Government's decision to hand back Uluru National
Park, as the result of three competing claims to land - Commonwealth,

Anangu

and Territory Government. What ensues is a struggle for legitimacy, with the
Commonwealth Government effectively aligning itself and its vision for the
area with the cultural and historic claims of the Anangu. The Northern
Territory Government, for its part, had the choice of relinquishing its claims on
the Park in recognition of the "rights" of its competitors, or territorial assertion
and confrontation.

In order to understand why the Territory Government chose

the later course of action, it is necessary to look at the values and attitudes
toward land which were implicit in their desire for control of the Park.
At the time of the Uluru handback, the Northern Territory had been a self
governing jurisdiction for just five years.

As had its South Australian and

Commonwealth predecessors, the Country Liberal Party (CLP) Territory
Government 1 9 saw control of land and the conditions of its tenure as essential
for its goals of economic growth and development. By

1979

the CLP

1 7 Indeed much of the theorising of Territoria lity involves analysis and
schemata of when i t i s most likely to be asserted. See Cohen, E.,
" E n v i ronmental Orientations: A Multidimensional Approach to Social
Ecology" i n Current An thropology , Vol 1 7 , No I, Marc h I 096, pp49-6 1 ; Dyson
Hudson, R., Smith, E. A . , "Human Territoriality: An Ecological Reassessment"
in American An thropologist, Vol 80, No 3, Sept 1978, pp2 1 -4 1 ; See also Sack,
Human Territoriality; Duchecek, I. D The Terri torial Dimension of Politics
Within. Amon�: and Across Nations. Westview Press, Boulder and London,
.•

1 986;
18 Hodge, B., Mishra, V . , Dark Side

...

19

, p24

The Northern Territory has only ever had a CLP Government, and as such,
I use the terms interc hangeably, expect when I am specific ally
differentiating between "the Party" and Government.

5

Government had already amended a number of existing land Acts, instituted a
review of urban and agricultural land laws and in 1980 began a review of
pastoral tenure.20 However despite the heraldry attached to Territory
Government land reform, self described as "The greatest step fonvard in the
history of the Northern Territory, aside from self-government" 21

there

remained limitations on the nature of land over which Territory controls were
applicable. The Commonwealth in vesting title to Crown land in the Territory
to the Territory Government in 1978, did not relinquish all its Territory interests.
In the areas of Aboriginal Affairs, National Park management and Uranium
extraction, the Commonwealth in drafting the Act to establish self-government
in the Northern Territory, maintained powers over land it did not have under
the terms of the Constitution in any of the states. This effectively diminished
the legislative autonomy contained in the grant of self-government.22
Of particular note for the purposes of this thesis are the provisions of two Acts the Australian National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act. 1975 (Amended
1978) and the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act, 1976.23 Both are
Commonwealth legislation enacted prior to the Northern Territory's self
government, both operate only in the Territory and the provisions of both are
preserved under the terms of the self-government Act. More importantly, both
cut across jurisdictions which the Territory legislature had historically argued
were their legitimate province upon attaining self-government - land
administration and the mangement of Parks and Reserves within the Northern
Territory. The National Parks Act enables the Commonwealth, rather than the
Northern Territory Government, to control designated "National Parks" within
the Territory. Both Uluru and Kakadu fall within this category. The Land
Rights Act enables some Aboriginal people to claim unalienated Crown Land
within the Territory and grants successful claimants inalienable freehold title - a
form of title unavailable to non-Aboriginal people. Under the terms of this title
2 0 Per ron, M . , "Policy statement on land tenure reform", NTLA, February,
1980.

21 i b i d
22 See The Constitution, Acts of the Australian Parliament 1901-1973. Vol I ;
Northern Territory (Self-Government) Act 1978, Ac ts of the Parliament of
Australia. Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1 979;
National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Ac t 1975 (ammended 1978), No 29 of
1 978, Ac ts of the Parliament of Australia , Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, 1 979; Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act,
1 976, No 1 9 1 of 1976, Acts of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia. Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1 978.
2 3 National Parks Ac t 1975; Land Rights (NT) Act, 1976.
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land cannot be sold, mortgaged or used in any way as a commodity and
Aboriginal people have a right to refuse development on their land. As well,
Aboriginal freehold title cannot be resumed, compulsorily acquired or forfeited
under any law of the Northern Territory, although the Commonwealth has such
powers.24
Proponents of the Land Rights (NT) Act argue it is the closest non-Aboriginal
law has come to recognising Aboriginal attachment to traditional land,25
however the same piece of legislation, in the eyes of the Territory Government,
removed large areas of Territory land from the planning and controls of an
elected Government.

While the work of Reynolds has clearly shown the Land

Rights debate is not an invention of the 1970s, it was in the Northern Territory
alone, through the Land Rights Act, that the Commonwealth overturned the
supremacy of the Crown's right to claim ownership of all land on the basis of
possession. Instead, the Territory Government in arguing for the continued
legitimacy of its land rights, was required to justify its claims as pre-eminent to
those of Aboriginal people. The Territory Government justified its opposition to
Commonwealth Land Rights in the Territory on the basis of its right to
Constitutional equality with the six Australian States. In pursuing its
opposition, however, the CLP sought legitimation on a popular level, where it's
"right" was founded on its elected responsibility to represent the needs and
aspirations of "Terri torians".
Whilst the politics of populism have historically been associated in Australia
with the intellectual left and the labor movement,26 in recent times it has been
the conservative politic of the Northern Territory, Queensland and Tasmania
which has drawn from populist traditions of idealising "the people" engaged in a
"struggle" for self determination. Populist politics relies on the simplification of
issues into easily digested oppositions of "us" against "them" - the powerful, the
misguided or sectional interests - and is successful "when enough people can be
interpellated as "us" rather than "them" around the oppositions of the people of

2 4 Neate, G., Aboriginal Land Rights Law in the Northern Territory,
Alternative Publishing Co-operative Ltd, Chippendale, 1 989, p 1 7 .
2 5 Michael Mansell, ABC Radio News 25.7.94.

26 Markey, R., "Populism and the Form ation of a Labor Party in New South
Wales 1890- 1 900" i n Journal of Australian Studies, No 20, May 1987; Rowse, T.,
Australian L i beralism and National Character. Kibble Books, Melbourne,
1 978, pp l 94 - 1 95 .
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.... versus

...

"27

Whilst "us" against "them" can be seen as a feature of a

"northern" or "peripheral" vision within a Federation, in the Northern
Territory its expediency was greatly enhanced by 68 years of, at times, indifferent
administration from Canberra.28

As Powell and Heatley have noted, from the

establishment of the Territory's first Legislative Council in 1947, Territory
politicians railed against Canberra control as an imposed rule "from afar",
"down south" and by "faceless bureaucrats",29 and the goal of self-government
was, with the brief exception of the 1977 Territory election, shared by both
conservative and Labor "Territorian" politicians.30 Against this background, the
post self-government Territory /Canberra political battle over land
administration was easily fitted into an existing, popular and to some extent
legitimate belief, that the Commonwealth had inhibited the aspirations of
people in the Northern Territory, thus enabling the reduction of a complex
constitutional, ideological and economic dispute to a simple "them" and "us"
(again) confrontation.
The Country Liberal Party have made good use of popular opposition to rule
from afar in their positioning themselves as "The Territory Party". As Paul
Everingham told the party faithful in his 1980 election launch:
. . . my Government and my party are dedicated solely to the
interests of Territorians.
We are not an A ustralia wide party.
We are a Territory party for Territory Govern ment.
We carry the Territory's flag to the rest of Australia.
No one from down south is going to take us over or tell us what
to do.

2 7 B u l beck, C., "The Hegemony of Q ueensland's Difference" i n Jou rnal of
Australian Studies, 2 1 , pp 1 9-28, November 1987. p23. See also William s , R.,
Keywords, Flamingo, London, 1983, pp 236 -2 38.
2 8 Loveday, P; Hodgins, B. W; Grant, S . D., "Not Quite Members: Com parative
Evolution of the Territorial Norths in Canada and Australia" in
Hodgins,
Eddy, Grant, Struthers (eds), Federalism in Canada and Australia, pp 4 1 2 -45 1 ,
The Frost Centre for Canadian Heritage and Development Studies,
Peterborough, 1 98 9 .
2 9 see Heatley, A . , "Politicians in Search of Power; the Northern Territory
Legislative Council, 1 947-1 974, unpublished paper, 1975; Powell, A . , F a r
Country , Melbourne University Press, Burwood, 1 982, pp227 -2 3 1 .

30

Goff Letts Interview 19. 8.94.
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We're not a small part of some national power struggle between
the socialist right and the socialist left.
We're for the Territory.31
Such parochialism relies on a cultivated mix of history and ideology for its
authenticity. Lenore Coltheart argues the "Arcadian" tradition of seeing
Territory history only in term of the success or failure of land settlement, has
been put to practical political use by the CLP.32 It has most fundamentally
enabled them to merge a bi-partisan local demand for political autonomy with
their own political and economic values, by appropriating the historic
"meaning" of self-government for itself, as the party in power at the time of its
attainment. CLP rhetoric then promotes a view of the past which assigns
"failure" to the Commonwealth and notions of development, economic growth
and progress to a present which started with self-government and the CLP.33 An
important part of the CLP promotion of the post self-government Territory
identity has been the symbols of an independent Territory.

The Government's

enthusiams for the flag and flag raising ceremonies, the coat of arms, self
government kits and Territory pens, tie pins and other paraphernalia has been to
an extent which has attracted the ridicule of some local commentators.34 Far
from ridiculous however was the political usefulness of creating and promoting
a sense of collective identity which the CLP was seen to represent. In its populist
construction of "the past", in its Arcadian vision for "the Territory" and in its
promotion of the Territory post self-government as a place just beginning, the
CLP was not only marking its political boundaries, it was encircling the
community which "belonged" within - a process Ouchecek has labelled
"terri to rial socialisation". 35
Humanistic geographers posit that territorial identification is a fundamental
human urge, which fulfils needs for identity, internal order and external
security.

As Relph argues,

"

To be human is to live in a world that is filled with

3I

CLP, "Paul Everingham Polic y Speec h " , Darwin, 1980.
3 2 Coltheart, L., "The Arcadian Myth in the Territory Election" i n Jaensc h ,
Loveday (eds), Und er One Flai The 1 980 Territ ory E lection, , Australian
National University North Australia Researc h Unit, Darwin, 19 8 1 .

3 3 for example the previous quote of the Lands Minister in introducing his
Land ammendment Bill see note 31.
Our Niwrad Correspondant., "Symbols set c i tizens on right path", .t::LI.l:i. 12
November 1 983, p6.

34

35

Duc hecek,

The

Territorial

Dimension ... p l 6.
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significant places: to be human is to have and know your place".36

The creation

of "place" - that is a landscape or points in it which contain meaning for a given
community and which correspondingly define that community - is the
foundation of a sense of "belonging". Whereas once this process evolved
through the interaction of people and place over time, in the modern state it is
most often the result of residence within a political boundary and the
recognition by a group of people of a common territorial interest or advantage. It
is a loyalty which can extend to the political and administrative unit which
characterises these needs.37 The CLP's promotion of the place - "the Territory",
the people - "Territorians" and their representatives - "the CLP" was possible
because it was (and is) a reflection of what human beings desire - that is a sense
of belonging, identity and community. As the CLP also realised, it is a
communal image that can be embellished though symbolism - like the flag - and
even more effectively by the creation of a "threat" from "outside", as "It is o11ly
against the outsider that solidarity asserts itself. . . "38
In the course of the Territory Government's campaign against the handback of
Uluru, the encirclement of place and people by the CLP, was not confined within
the Territory. As Dewar, Powell and McGrath have argued, the geographic
isolation of the Northern Territory, combined with its "unsettled" spaces and
visible Aboriginal population, has created "the Territory" as a place of signifiance
in Australian national identity.39 The territory has been "sold" to a twentieth
century urban culture by a procession of explorers, adventure and travel writers,
photographers and lastly tourism promoters as a wild "last frontier" and outback
"par excellence".40 Participating in a journey out and through the landscape of
"the Territory" was (and is) a re-enactment of non-Aboriginal Australian's
"pioneering" roots and a confirmation of the emotional bond between white

36 Relph, E., Pl ac e and

Placenesness, Pion Lim ited, London, 1976, pI.

Duchecek, The Te rritorial Dim ens ion ..
Territoriality.
p74; Tuan, topobjlia: . . .

37

.

.,

ppl4-25, 66; Sack, Hum a n
pp99 - l 00.

A former Chief Justice of the International Cou rt of J us ti ce , quoted in
Duchecek The Territorial D imension,. p 24.

38

,

39 See Dewar, " I n Search. . . ; McGrath, A., "Travels to a Distant Past: The
Mythology of the Outback" in Austra lian Cu ltural

124.

40 McGrath, A., "Travels to a Distant Past. . . " p I I 7.
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History, No I 0, 1 9 9 1 , pp 1 13-

Australia and the landscape.41 More symbolic still and, according to Hodge, the
"Holy Grail" of the Australian outback traveller,42 is Ayers Rock.
Described in 1872 by explorer Ernest Giles as "ancient and sublime",43 "The
Rock" has, like "the Territory", in the just over one hundred years since Giles,
attained a symbolic significance in the national cultural repertoire.

A giant red

monolith which emerges unchallenged from the surrounding desert, the sheer
physical presence of Uluru invites the aesthetic response of awe and reverence.
Layered onto this for non-Aboriginal Australians is the symbolism of its location
near the geographic centre of the continent and, as discussed, a history of
meaning attached to its outback, Northern Territory location. Thus the Federal
Government's transfer of title to Ayers Rock to Uluru's Anangu custodians was
an intensely symbolic gesture, by a Government at the time committed to
extending Land Rights to the rest of Australia. In its public campaign of
opposition to the handback, the Territory Government then had a rich vein of
popular sentiment upon which it could draw, based on both "The Rock" as a
"place" which had meaning for most Australians and the handback as a
Commonwealth gesture which had meaning for "Territorians".
The structure of this thesis

In addition to the theoretical discussion contained in the introduction, this
thesis contains three chapters and a conclusion. Chapter one is a
reconstruction of the political actions of the Northern Territory
Government. Chapter two will look at how the political stance outlined in
Chapter one affected negotiations over Park managment arrangments. The
final Chapter will examine the public response to the campaigns of the
Territory Government, looking both at the public opinion within the
Northern Territory and amongst the rest of Australia.
In researching this thesis, aside from the texts mentioned in the theoretical
discussion, I have found there to be a relative paucity of secondary material
4I

Marcus, J., "The Journey Out To the Centre: The Cultural Appropriation of
Ayers Rock" i n A. Rutherford (ed), Aboriginal Culture Today, special Volume
X, 1 988, pp254-274.

Fis ke, J., Hodge, B., Turner, G., Myths of Oz:
Culture. p 1 22.

42

Reading Australian Popular

Giles quoted i n Ovington, J . D., Stevens, K. W., Tanton, P. R., "A Study of the
Impact of Tourism at Ayers Rock-Mt Olga National park", Australian
Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1 973, p S .

43
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on contemporary Northern Territory history, particularly political history.
The exceptions are a series of election analysis undertaken through the
North Australian Research Unit, in Darwin44 and the work of Heatley,45
Weller and Sanders,46 Carment47 and Federer.48 There has only been one
publication specifically on Paul Everingham and despite a lack of critical
evaluation, it has nonetheless proved useful to me as both a primary and
secondary text.49
The reason for the lack of secondary material on the contemporary politic is
of course the "recent-ness" of Territory Self-Government. Most of the
documentation concerning Government policy and decision making
processes are not yet archived or still subject to an embargo. This applies to
both Commonwealth and Territory Government material and, as a result,
there has been little historical work on the debate surrounding Land Rights
in the period since the Land Rights (NT) Act was passed in 1976. While the
legal ramifications of the Act have been the subject of numerous
publications,so there remains much to be written on the historic
consequences of what was (and is) undoubtedly one of the most profound
pieces of contemporary Australian legislation.
I

have therefore relied extensively on primary sources in order to

reconstruct the period under discussion. Whilst Northern Territory
44 See Jaensch, Loveday, Under One Flag:... ; A Landslide Election. the NT 1 983.
Aust ralian National University North Australia Research Unit, Darwin, 1 9 8 3 ;
Challenge from the Nationals. the 1987 Terri tory Election. North Australia
Research Unit National University of Australia, Darwin, 1987;
4 5 See Heatley, A., Almost Australians. The Politics of Northern Territory Self
G o v e r n m e n t , Australian National University North Australia Research Unit,
Darwin, 1990; "Politicians i n Search of Power. . . ;
as well as contributions i n
Jaensch a n d Loveday �·
4 6 Weller, P . , Sanders, W . , The Team at the Top: Mini s t e rs in the Northern
Territory Governmen t, Australian National University North Australia
Research Unit, Darwin, 1 9 82.
47 Carment, D., The Tuxworth Government: A Poli tical History. University
College of the Northern Territory, Darwin, 1 987.
4 8 Federer, J . D., " 'Outback or Integrated Frontier' ?
Northern Territory
Government Paradiplomacy i n Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore
1 978- 1992, a thesis towards the degree Doctor of Philosophy in the Faculty of
Arts, Northern Territory University, Darwin, 1 993
4 9 chan, F., Kin� of the Kids. Paul Everingham First Chief Minister of the
-

Northern Territory, Difflo Publications, Palmerston, 1 993.
5 0 see for example Neate, Aboriginal Land ...: Peterson, N . , (ed) A b o r igi n a l
Land Rights: A Handbook, Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies,
Canberra, 1 98 1 .
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Government documentation has not been available to me, archives at the
Australian Nature Conservation Agency and the Pi�an�a�ara Council Inc,
have been of assistance. Media reports, both print and television,
ministerial statements and parliamentary debates have also been useful
sources. Most essentially, my primary research has been supplemented and
greatly enhanced by personal recollections of the key players from the period
under discussion, as well as people who were living and working in the
Territory throughout the period.
As the work of a born and bred 1960's Australian, this text is inevitably
saturated in the mythologies of Australian identity, developed and
nurtured in a period of Australian cultural "renaissance", the 1970s.
Among the many debates fostered by the Whitlam Government was that of
heritage preservation - built, natural and Aboriginal.

The reports and

legislation engendered by this debate, alongside the growth of the tourism
industry, highlighted the national symbolism of Ayers Rock, later to be
officially recognised as Uluru. I have vague personal memories of the
handback and I have certainly absorbed its image and symbolism, which
despite immense commercialisation, I still expect - on the eve of my first
visit - to somehow have retained its dignity. This feeling of expectation is a
part of my cultural psyche and writing this thesis is as much a personal
exploration of this, as a work of history.
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CHAPTER 1 : THE POLITICAL TERRITORY

Why would you bother? Why bother having self-government, why
bother having a Land Rights Act, why bother having a lands department if
someone in Canberra is going to hand out land on a whim. 1
You've got to remember, there's a lot of personality in here as well as
politics. 2

On Friday, 11 November 1983, Paul Everingham was on his way to a Law
Society function in Queensland, when he received a telex from the Prime
Minister, Bob Hawke, informing him the title to Uluru National Park was
to be returned to its Traditional Owners. It was, he says, a bolt out of the
blue.3 Three days later , in a decision he told the media he was
"reluctantly compelled" 4 to take, he called an election.

The Territory

Government's political opposition to the handback, as defined by
Everingham in the ensuing election campaign, would remain unchanged
for the next three years. The handback, made as it was outside of the land
claim process and without consultation with the Territory Government,
was essentially an act which to the CLP, challenged the right of an elected
Government to manage land within its own geo-political borders. Just as
significant, however, as the content of CLP opposition established by
Everingham in 1983 was its character. His agressive appeal for a mandate
with which to "rock" Canberra, set the scene for a confrontationist
campaign in which Uluru became the proverbial football in a
Commonwealth/Territory political point scoring exercise. In a dispute
conducted largely through the media, the integrity of the CLP's position in
a constitutional framework was often compromised by their willingness to
exploit community fears by using misinformation about the handback for
their own political purposes. While these tactics, under the guidance of an
extremely professional and successful politician, delivered to the CLP
Territory and Federal election victories in 1983 and 1984, in the longer
term the cost of "maintaining the rage" was failure to achieve a single
concession on the terms of the handback.
I
Ian Tuxworth, telephone interview, 28.8.94
2 Bob Collins, interview, 16.9.94.

3
4

Paul

Everingham,

telephone

interview,

30.8.94

Paul Everingham, Press Conference, Territory Tracks, ABC Television,
Darwin, 1 4 . 1 1 . 83
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The fact that the handback of Uluru resulted in a political stand-off
between the Federal and Territory Governments was, it seems, a surprise
to no-one.5 On the contrary, an "outraged" Territory Government
response to the announcement was expected by most of the political
figures who would become involved in the ensuing debate.6 To
understand the seeming inevitability of the Commonwealth/Territory
conflict which emerged in November 1983, it is necessary to examine both
the content and the character of the Territory Government's response.
Contained in the political "outrage " engendered by the Commonwealth's
decision of November 1983, is a particular mix of principle and politics in

which it is apparent Everingham's decision " ... to come out fighting"

7

was both a political necessity and a pragmatic tactic by an astute politician.
The political controversy which followed the announcement of the
handback of Uluru was sparked most fundamentally by the
Commonwealth's role in the handback.& The handback was effected
through the Land Rights Act, despite the fact the Park had been subject to
Land Claim in 1979, during which the Commissioner had determined it
was ineligible for claim.9 To bring the handback into effect then, the
Commonwealth was required to change the Land Rights Act, as well as the
National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act. to enable the grant of title
to proceed. The fact that the Commonwealth had the power to do this
against the wishes of, and without consultation with the Northern
Territory Government, generated a degree of political ill-will in excess of
5 See major daily newspapers for 1 4-20 November

1983.

6

Clyde Holding, telephone I'v Suzanne Gibson, 30.8.94; Phillip Toyne,
telephone l v Suzanne Gibson, 10.9.94, Collins 1 6.9.94, Neil Bell, l'v Suzanne
Gibson, Darwin, 1 5 .9.94.
7 Blazey, P., "Everingham's choice: to come out fighting" in The Weekend
A ustralian. 1 9/20 November 1983.
8 The grant of title to An a n g u was, in essence, an act of grace by the
Federal Parliament, made possible by the idiosyncrasies of Territory selfgovernment.
See Richard Bradshaw, Cross Examination, Toyne/ Johnston V
Everingham. 373 & 44 1 1 1 9 8 5 , Alice Springs Court House, Transcript, p 302.
The Commonwealth had the right to grant title to the Park to A n an g u
because, while Uluru National Park was within the borders of the Northern
Territory, it was owned by the Commonwealth.
As previously discussed,
control and management of Parks and Reserves had been transferred from
the Commonwealth to the Territory legislature with self-government,
however Uluru and Kakadu National Parks had been excluded from the
g r a n t . This w i l l be discussed further in Chapter 2.

9 NIN 5.4.79.
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that already nascent in Commonweath/Territory land management
disputes. To the CLP, the handback was an example of the Federal
Government
about it. " I 0

"

... stamping all over us and they expect us to be pleased

Adding to Territory interpretation of the Commonwealth's gesture was
the fact that in 1983, the Territory Government and Paul Everingham in
particular, had been forced to admit that five years of campaigning for
changes to the Land Rights Act had essentially failed. In the first five years
of self- government, land claims had been lodged over almost 50% of the

Territory and in response the CLP had mounted concerted legislative and
judicial challenges to the operations of the Act.11 However, given the
Constitutional right of the Commonwealth to enact the legislation

in

the

Northern Territory, the campaign achieved little other than to entrench
"bad faith" between the CLP Government and Land Councils, mark a clear
policy division with the Territory ALP and raise widespread urban concern
over the "Aboriginal issue". l 2
I n 1981, Everingham switched tactics and for the next two years, led a
campaign aimed at "selling" a "10 point package" of Land Rights
reforms. 1 3 When Land Councils - and Anangu - rejected the package,
I0
II

Paul Everingham, Territory Tracks, ABC Television, Darwin,

1 4. 1 1 .83

Included were
attempts t o frustrate the provisions o f the Act with
Territory legislation; High Court challenges; the alienation of huge areas of
land around towns; changing non-Aboriginal tenure to lessen the
opportunity for claims and opposition to every land claim lodged. See Keen
Cohen, B . , "Aboriginal Land Rights in Australia: Beyond the Legislative
Limits" i n Legi slation and Society in Australia, Tomasic, R (ed) Law Society
of New South Wales, 1 980, pp382-4 1 1 ; Neate, Aboriginal Land ... ; Toohey, J.,
Seven Years On. Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra,
1 984; NT v Carney, High Court of Australia, 1 980 quoted i n Toyne/Johnston v
Everingham, transcript, pp695-699;
Paul Everingham, Cross Examination,
Toyne/ Johnston V Everingham.
pp 677-8, 695-699.
12

"Statement by the Chief Minister of the Northern Territory on the
Central Land Council Document Background to Review of Aboriginal Land
Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1 976, Paul Everingham and the Central
Land Council, unpublished document, undated . ( l 982?); See also NTN, 2/3
March 1978, 22 March 1979. 1 9 March 1 980; Central ian Advocate (CA), 7July
1 982, 1 5 September 1 982, 20/27 October 1 982. When surveyed i n 1982,
Territory urban residents cited "Aboriginal issues" as their major area of
political concern. See Jaenach, D; Loveday, P . (eds) Terrjtori ans or Mobile
Australians. Australian National University North Australia Research Unit,
Casuarina, 1983, p 80.
This will be further expanded in Chapter 3 .

13

He initially attempted t o negotiate with Land Councils for a joint reform
proposal but despite early signs of consensus,
negotiations broke down and

16

Everingham went "public" as a means of lobbying Federal politicians into
considering his reforms in spite of Aboriginal opposition. In 1982 he
conducted a national "A Question of Balance" campaign, which featured
Press Club addresses and national advertising to promote the Northern
Territory Government's case.14 While he achieved support from sections
of the Federal Coalition, l 5 Everingham never convinced Prime Minister
Malcolm Fraser of the merit of his proposed changes. This helped
contribute to his ultimate failure as Fraser's consent was vital if the Act
was to be changed . l 6 The "10 point package" finally collapsed with the
election in March 1983 of the Federal ALP, who commissioned a review of
the Act which found " Given the legislative novelty of the subject matter
of the Act ... the Act has worked s uprisingly wel/ ".17

Thus in 1983,

Everingham could look back on what had been an expensive and time
consuming focus of his political energy as "two years of nothing
happening . . . where we were just braying in the wind ". 1 8
Underlying the Territory Government's response to the handback of
Uluru then, were issues of principle and of political frustration, centred on
Commonwealth intervention in Northern Territory land administration.
The CLP was committed to seeking constitutional equality with the States
powers in land managment, l 9 however the Commonwealth
Government viewed their "intervention" quite differently.

Uluru

National Park had never "belonged" to the Territory Government and
therefore their calls for its "return" were considered "political
Everingham's " I 0 point package" was rejected by all three Territory Land
Councils.
Included amongst the " 1 0 points" of reform was an offer of title to
Uluru to A n a n g u
which would later be extensively used by the ALP to
discredit the CLP's stance on the handback. See NTLA 1 7 . 1 1 . 82; See also
A reply to the Territory Government's
Budden, C., A Question of Balance.
Camapi2n to chan2e the the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory)
M.L. Concerned citizens for a Proper Perspective on Land Rights, Darwin,
I 982.
,

1 4 Abo riginal Land Rights i s not a Black and White Argument". newspaper
advertisement, placed August 1 982 by the Northern Territory Department o f
the Chief Minister, eg C A.. 6 August I 982, p p I 6- 1 7 . See Appendix 4
"

I 5 Everingham and Holding maintain there was support for changes to the
Act from in particular, the National Party.
Everingham, Holding, 30.8.94.
16
17
18

Holding,

Everingham 30.9.94.
p 1 39.

Toohey, J., Seven Years On.
Everingham,

30.8.94.

1 9 CLP Platform stated the CLP was committed to the "return" of all National

Parks to Territory control as well
for Aborigines in the Territory.

as "appropriate and relevant"
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legislation

nonsense".20 As well, inalienable Aboriginal rights to land was a
principle the Federal ALP was intent, in 1983, on enforcing throughout
Australia. 21 The handback was therefore as much a symbol of political
principle for the Commonwealth as it was for the Territory Government
and as such, each side was polarised by its own priorities and perspectives
on the Park and the handback. As a result, the political debate was driven
by political personalities and tactics rather than any
Commonwealth/Territory dialogue. Five years of failed attempts to force
changes to the Land Rights Act had proven only that the Territory
Government did not have the legislative or legal power to force the
Commonwealth to comply with Territory demands and consequently, it
was only through vociferous public opposition that the CLP Government
hoped to force the Commonwealth into reconsidering its decision. As
Paul Everingham acknowledged "the media was all I had". 22
By the time of the handback in November 1983, defending "the Territory
interest" was already a n entrenched characteristic of CLP politics under the
leadership of Paul Everingham. A successful lawyer before entering
politics in 1974, Everingham from the outset of his political career used
aggressive parochialism to "sell" the CLP's vision of Territory
development under self-government.23 In the five years that followed its
attainment in 1978, with the aid of a generous Commonwealth funding
commitment, Everingham was able to promote a low taxing, big spending,
Territorian CLP Government. A "can do" 24 attitude to private
2 0 Clyde Holding, 30.8.94. As weli,Holding considered the significance of
the area to Anangu had been proved in the 1 979 Land Claim, ; see also
M i n ister for Home and Environment (Barry Cohen) in Commonwealth
Parli amentary Debates, 1 5 . 1 1 .83.
The basis of the Territory claims on Uluru
will be discussed in Chapter 2.
21
22
23

See CPO, 8 . 1 2.83.
Everingham,

30.8.94

Everingham was elected deputy leader in 1 974 but
resigned less than a
year later.
This was in part due to the then leader Goff Letts' dislike of what
he termed Everingham's "bull in a china shop" approach to political
negot1at10n. See Chan, F., King of the Kids, p 7 1 . In 1978, as leader,
Everingham told the electorate - then worried about increased taxes and
charges as a result o f impending self-government
"it won't cost you more
his
At the same time he was"eyeballing"
than a can of beer a week"
political opponents in public exchanges, which, as he told Alistair Heatley,
"/ was darn glad I had a chance for ... because it gave the people here the
feeling that we were looking out for their interest ", Paul Everingham i n
Paul Everi ngham i n Profile.
-

.

. . .

24

Paul Everingham, 30.8.94.
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development, generous underwriting of private projects and spending on
infrastructure and community services, saw the Territory enter a
(Commonwealth funded) boom economic period, in which Darwin's
populations grew by 20%,, 10,000 new jobs were created and Territory
unemployment was the lowest in Australia, at just under 6%.25
Politically it translated into an 1980 election victory for the CLP and
personal approval rating by 1983 of 80% for Paul Everingham - higher
even than that of the new "consensus" Prime Minister, Bob Hawke.26
Thus when Everingham chose to confront the Federal ALP in 1983, he was
in a position of considerable strength within the Northern Territory.
Initially supportive of Hawke's consensus promise, Everingham was a
keen participant in the April 1983 National Economic Summit. It was not
long, however, before substantial political conflict emerged. In its May
1983 economic statement, the Hawke Government announced it would
not honour an election promise to totally fund the construction of the
legendary Alice Springs to Darwin rail link.27 In response Everingham
labelled the decision,
a betrayal of binding legislative commitments, a betrayal of
promises solemnly made, a betrayal of the principals the federal
government told us they had and lastly a betrayal of
Territorians. 2 8

25

Warneke, R., "Territory facing an end to boom years" i n The Age, 20 July
1983.
In the first five years self-government w a s trnasformed from a
worn-out phrase, into better roads, schools and health centres, new
facilities like the Sheratons in Darwin and Alice Springs, the Casino, Smith
Street Mall, Alice Springs College of Advanced Education, Katherine Rural
College and new towns in Jabiru and Yulara.
Whilst many of the financial
arrangements entered into by the Territory Government would later
unravel, particularly its investments in tourism infrastructure, at the time,
the Territory under Everingham was successfully marketed as a "new"
place, with a young population, young politicians and an optimistic outlook.
Chan, F., King of the Kids. Chapter 9 .

26 Chan, F., King of the Kids, p 1 36 . For discussion of the 1 980 election see
Jaensch & Loveday (eds), Under One Flag.
27

The Federal Government proposed a 60/40 funding split with the
Territory.

28

Paul Everingham, NTLA debates, 24.5.83.

1 9

before heading off to Canberra to tell the Federal Government "the

Northern Territory will 11ot contribute one dollar to the cost of the
railway'' which was "completely a Commonwealth responsibility ".29
The battle continued in August, with an increase in fuel excise in the
budget, which impacted on local charges - particularly electricity. The
zenith of Territory Government acrimony was reached however, with the
decision of the Federal Government to allow a continuation of the
uranium mining in South Australia at the expense of blocking the
development of Northern Territory uranium deposits at Jabiluka and
Koongarra. Uranium was seen by the both sides of Territory politics as a
key component of a future Territory economic independence and local
ALP leader Bob Collins was publicly critical of the decision.30 Just over a
week later, the Commonwealth announced the handback of Uluru, the

"straw which broke the camels back"3 1 and the final "kick in the teeth "3 2
for the Territory Government and the Territory election was announced.
Everingham claims his decision to call the election following the
announcement of the handback was spur of the moment reaction based on

"g11t feeling".33 According to CLP Minister and Everingham's successor
Ian Tuxworth, however, the party had been looking for an election trigger
since March that year.34

While the two memories are not entirely

contradictory, the recall of Tuxworth does shed some light on the
motivation of Everingham in pursuing an increasingly aggressive stance
throughout 1983 in his relationship with the Commonwealth. It was not
only the case that the Commonwealth's decisions were contrary to what

For more discussion of the Railway debate see Stanley, 0 . "Uranium
and the Railway:
Background to election issues" in Jaensch & Loved ay (eds)
A Landslide Election... .
The intense expectation surrounding the
construction of the railway was not a party political issue, although its
cancellation was.
For Territo ry Labor railway politics see Bob Collins in
Labor Now, Northern Territory Branch of the ALP, May, 1983, p2.

29 i b i d .

.

30

Collins, B., "Self-Government flush is wearing thin" in N T N 1 2 November
1983. The NT News labelled the decision " ... an act of irresponsible
buffoonery
and declared "... the Northern Territory is facing the gravest
crisis of its history since self-government",
see "selling out the NT" in NTN
I November 1 983.
3 I Paul Everingham, Territory Tra�ks. ABC Television, Darwin, 1 4. 1 1 . 8 3 .
.

"

3 2 Paul

Everingham, quoted in
November 1 98 3 .

33
34

Everingham,

"

Aborigines w i n Ayers Rock", The Age. I 2

30.8.94.

Tuxworth, 28.9.94.
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the CLP defined as the Territory interest, it was also the case that the Party
had an election to win.35 In positioning himself as the defender of the
Territory against Canberra, Everingham was tapping into localised
sentiments developed through five years of CLP Government and with a
background of Canberra decisions on The Railway, uranium and Ayers
Rock, he could tell the electorate in launching the 1983 election:
it's all about the recognition of and respect for a self governing
Territory by the Federal Government . . . . over the past five years
we've fought hard for that respect - Ayers Rock has dashed it all
- there's only one way left open - we must fight for a say in our
future . . . I'm asking all Territorians to stand together for our
rights. " 3 6
A t the same time, inherent i n use o f the handback as a n election trigger
was an assessment that Anangu ownership of Uluru was somehow more
symbolic of the injustice Territory voters were invited by the CLP to
identify with. To politicians Uluru was an "emotive" issue37 and a "better
issue"3 8 on which to base a campaign because the image of Ayers Rock
"said it all".39 The party produced "Let's Rock Canberra"

bumper stickers

and a Mitchell cartoon of Ayers Rock emblazoned with the words "vote

1

Everingha m " was, according to Ian Tuxworth, "printed everywhere ".40
Of course, as the CLP knew, what an image of Ayers Rock said " it all"
about, was subject to a variety of interpretations, not all of which involved
an appreciation of the constitutional basis of the Territory Government's
agenda.4 I Thus television advertisements were filmed with Everingham
in front of Uluru and although he was careful to talk about the arbitrary
nature of the Commonwealth's decision, as Richard Farmer noted at the

3 5 See Gerritsen, R., "The 1 983 Northern Territory Election from the
Territory ALP Perspective" and Heatley, A., "Backround to the Election" tn
Jaensch & Loveday, A Landslide Election..
,

36
37
38
39

40

Paul Everingham, CLP election launch, Territory Tracks. 2 1 . 1 1 . 8 3 .

Everingham, 30.8.94; Collins, 1 6.9.94.
Tuxworth, 2 8 . 8 . 94.
Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94.

Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94. The original Cartoon was printed in The
A ustralian , 1 5. 1 1 .83. See Appendix 2.
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Everingham maintains the CLP did a lot of talking about it on radio, i n
the streets and door t o door over the years, while Tuxworth's assessment is
that probably not many understood the principals of the anti-handback
protest. Everingham, 30.8.94; Tuxworth, 28.8.94.

2 1

time, the advertising " . . . does stir the underlying resentment that any land
is being given to Aborigines ".42
In the same way CLP campaign brochures stated:
Handing over Ayers Rock to a small group of people, entirely
without consultation is Canberra's king hit at the people of the
Northern Territory. The Federal Government gave away
ownership of our greatest natural wonder without even
consulting us43
CLP rhetoric was, as such, designed to send clear signals to the electorate
about just exactly who were the "people of the Northern Territory" with
its corralling of CLP /the people of the Northern Territory /us, against the
Federal Government I a small group of people I giving away ownership (by

implication to them ).44

Further evidence of the territorial tactics of the CLP in attacking the
handback is in Paul Everingham's construction of the handback as a
''threat". Despite a clear commitment from both the Prime Minister and
Anangu that tourist access would not be affected by the handback,
Everingham in announcing the election on 14 November, claimed the
handback would jeopardise the financial viability of Yulara, the Territory
government's $150 million tourist venture in the region.45

To back his

statements he produced a telex from the Brisbane office of Citibank, a
financier of Yulara, which stated the transfer of title "to the Aborigines "
(and concerns they would restrict access to the Park), would affect the
completion of loans necessary to finance the project.46 It was however
discovered the next day, that the telex had concluded with personal
comments from the sender stating

"J

trust this helps you in your

42

Farmer Richard, "Aborigines become the issue in NT Poll" in T he
B u l l e t i n , 6 December 1 983, p p 22-25.

43 Stand Up For The Territory, Country Liberal Party, 1 983, election
brochure, Nortehrn Territory Archive Service, NTRS 846/P I , Loveday
Papers. See Appendix 2.
44

A more expansive discussion of the CLP's campaigning and its
relationship with the Te rrito ry electorate is contained in Chapter 3 .

45 The relationship between Yulara and Uluru National Park will be
further discussed in Chapter 2.
46

Davis to Everingham, telex, reproduced in ALP Advertising, N.I.N. 1 6
November 1 98 3 .
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discussions this morning . . . these comments are dictated

m

a hurry and

I

hope you find them acceptable ".47
Everingham was condemned by the Federal and Territory ALP, as well as
the Pitjantjatjara and Central Land Councils for engineering a threat to
Yulara and scare mongering in the electorate.48 While it was reasonable
to assume the sudden announcement of the handback would have caused
alarm amongst investors, the actions of Everingham served only to
heighten the uncertainty. His credibility on the issue was further damaged
a week later by the founder of the CLP, Goff Letts, who resigned from the
Party over what he described as Everingham's "cynical misuse of power"
in placing

"

. . . doubts and fears in the minds of Territorians and bankers

which could have resulted in the project coming to a halt. " The Territory
Government, he said, was willing to make Yulara "a sacrificial lamb in the
effort to gain more votes ".49
The Territory ALP tried to capitalise on the resignation of Letts and what it
termed Everingham's "beating up" of an issue which should have been
left out of the election,50 but the reality was that Everingham's campaign
never looked like faltering. At his policy launch, after the telex affair and
the resignation of Letts, he could still get rousing applause with the
statement "Access to the Rock belongs to all Territorians, all Australians a t
all times ".51 O n 3 December, the CLP swept to victory winning 19 from 25
seats.

In a result widely interpreted as a rejection of the Federal

Government's policies in the Northern Territory, particularly on uranium
and "tourism", ALP leader Bob Collins blamed the Labor Left for the
drubbing, while the CLP claimed a "mandate from the people of the
4 7 The Full text reads
. . . in your discussions this morning and whilst we
are both optimists and believe common sense will prevail I think we may
have a long wait on our hands .. These comments ... " . i b i d .
"

48

The accusation was strengthened when the head o f Citibank released a
statement confirming the existing financial arrangements for the project
would continue to be made available, see CPO, 1 5. 1 1 .83.

49

Letts, lv'd ABC Television News, 2 1 . 1 1 .83. Letts told The Australian's Errol!
Simper, when he had counselled the party against taking such a course of
action he had been told "The plan i s simply to win the election." see T h e
A ust r a l i a n , 2 2 November 1983. When interviewed for this thesis, M r Letts
told the author he no longer wanted to re-open wounds which had only
recently healed and wouldn't comment on the 1983 election events. Goff
Letts, Iv'd Suzanne Gibson, Darwin, 20.8.94.

50
51

Bob Collins, ABC Television News,
Paul

Everingham,

policy

speech

2 1 . 1 1 .83.
1 983, Election
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launch

videorecording.

Northern Territory" 5 2 to pursue its opposition to the handback.
Everingham did telex the Prime Minister, re-affirming the CLP position
that the Park be given over to Territory control and seeking assurances
that the Northern Territory's own conservation agency would manage the
Park. It was met simply with a promise of further consultation.53
The political capital made from the handback by Everingham endeared
him to few in the Federal ALP. In particular, Everingham and the then
Federal Aboriginal Affairs Minister Clyde Holding were openly hostile to
each other, as well as to their respective political agendas.54 However,
while the ALP was quick to identify the political opportunism of
Everingham in seizing on the handback as he did, what was less
forthcoming was an explanation for the ALP's own agenda in announcing
the handback when they did.55 The ALP was certainly correct in
identifying the CLP's "threat to tourism" claims as a "beat up",56 and
indeed the tourism angle was reported as largely discredited by the final
week of the campaign. However the ALP was less willing to tackle
Everingham's assertions that the handback was an example of Canberra
disregard for Territory self-government, for as the story of the handback
reveals, his complaint was substantially well founded.
Soon after the election of the Hawke Government in March 1983, A n a ngu

invited Aboriginal Affairs Minister Clyde Holding to Uluru, at which they
requested Commonealth title to the Park.57 Following another meeting
5 2 Everingham, CA, 7 December 1 9 83.

53
54

Hawke to Everingham, 29.3.84, ANCA File "Uluru Policy", ANCA, Darwin.

See Farmer, R., "Aborigines become the issue in NT poll" in The
6 December 1 983; see also CPO 30. 1 1 .83.

Bulletin,

55 In a climate when the CLP was running into an election with a popular
and effective leader who was already making good political capital out of
the effects of Canberra decision making on Northern Territory interests,
the announcement made, when it was, and in the manner in which it was,
handed Everingham a dream election run.
56 Collins, ABC Television News, Darwin, 2 1 . 1 1 . 83.

5 7 Holding 30.8.94; Toyne I 0.9.94. The decision to handback title to Uluru to
A n a ng u
was not entirely as surprising as the Territory Government
claimed.
After their 1 979 Land Claim was unsuccessful, A n a n g u and their
representatives had been consistently lobbying both the Commonwealth
and Territory Governments for a 'deal" of title with lease back, as had
already been negotiated in other Territory National Parks. Everingham's
offer of Northern Territory title to Uluru in
his " I 0 point package" was, in
part, a recognition of this. The various arrangements negotiated in other
Territory National Parks will be
discussed i n Chapter 2. A n a n g u had
already made a request to the Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser, in 1982, at his
visit to Conellan Airport i n Alice Springs. Toyne, 10.9.94; Rowse, T., "the

with Anangu negotiators, Holding with Environment Minister Barry
Cohen, agreed to sponsor a proposal to recommend a Commonwealth
grant of title with lease back to the Commonwealth for continued use as a
National Park. While it is difficult to trace the exact timing of the Hawke
cabinet decision to approve the handback, as early as August 1983, an
Anangu meeting at Uluru was told that the Commonwealth's Australian
National Parks and Wildlife Service (ANPWS), in whom the title in the
Park was vested, was "happy that freehold title would be given to the
A nangu

" .

58

Throughout the process, the Federal ALP had, it seems, kept the Territory
ALP opposition, but not the CLP Territory Government, abreast of the
developments. Territory ALP leader Collins, spoke "at length to the two
ministers involved (Cohen and Holding) on many occasions"59 about the
handback and the progress of negotiations. Cohen, Holding and Collins
were agreed there was to be "no precipitous action", from Collins'
perspective because the handback in the Territory was a "highly difficult
issue", while the Federal Ministers were wanting to safeguard the upper
hand in "very tough negotiations where they're (Anangu) asking the
world and all the rest of it. "60 Collins, as well as Territory Federal ALP
representative John Reeves, was assured as late as November 1983 that any
public announcement of the handback was another 18 months away.61
They were also assured that the announcement, when it came, would be
managed to prevent Everingham "leaping orz the bandwagon " a n d
making political capital from the decision. 62 The Commonwealth was
entirely within its constitutional rights to make the decision on the
handback without consultation with the Territory Government, however
Political Articulation of A ll.angu
Opinion" in Central Land Council,
Pitjantjatjara Council, Mutitjulu Community, Sharing the Park Anan�u
Initiatives in Ayers Rock Tourism, Institute for Aboriginal Development
and the Australian National Parks and Wildl ife Service, Alice Springs, 1 9 9 1 ,
pp 30-42.

58

Bradshaw note 30.8.83, meeting at Uluru, Pitjantjatjara Council File No
83/28G, " Ayers Rock, re: ANPWS approvals. See also Buckley, A., "Ayers
Rock declaration caught ministers by surprise" in S M H , 3 . 1 2.83. Also
Holding 30.8.94; Toyne 1 0.9.94.

59 Collins, 16.9.94.
60 i.llliL
6 1 illliL Neil Bell says Reeves made inquiries of Federal Mini sters the night
before the decision was announced and were again assured no
announcement was imminent, Bell, 1 5 .9.94.
62 Bell, 1 5 .9.94.
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as the Federal/Territory ALP collusion in handling the issue illustrates,
the Federal Government was not entirely above political opportunism in
its deliberate exclusion of the Territory Government from decisions which
affected its constituents. While the ALP's tactics on handling the decision
were to some extent defensible on the basis that negotiations on the terms
of the handback were not concluded, their tactics in announcing the
handback were far less so. It appears the announcement was made with
no regard for Territory politicians of any persuasion but rather on the basis
of the Prime Minister's agenda with his own Victorian faction of the ALP.
As any press review of first year of the Hawke government will quickly
reveal, in 1983 ALP policy on uranium mining was an issue of major
political and public concern. Throughout the year a public battle between
the left and right wing of the Party emerged, with Hawke as a pro-mining
advocate engaged in a battle with the powerful, anti-uranium Victorian
branch of the Party. 63 Despite being committed by ALP policy to the
phasing out of uranium mining, in July 1983 , Hawke thwarted attempts
by the left to block new contracts for existing uranium mines and in
October, the Hawke Cabinet gave the approval for a new uranium mine at
Roxby Downs in South Australia. 64 On 7 November that cabinet decision
was endorsed by the ALP caucus, in a decision which was condemned by
the left wing and, crucially, some of Hawke's Victorian Centre Unity
faction collegues. In Hawke's own electorate of Wills, where Hawke was
due to speak at a meeting of the ALP, a censure motion was proposed for
Sunday 13 November. It is into this scenario which the announcement on
Uluru was drawn. Hawke staffers, looking for a means of buttressing the
Prime Minister's left wing credentials, seized on the in-principal handback
decison, drafted a release in the same afternoon and the handback was
made public on Friday 11th November, the same day Everingham was
informed of the decision. Consequently, it was not only Everingham and
the CLP who were surprised when they heard the news, but also Holding,
Cohen, Collins, Anangu and their advisers, all of whom were of the
understanding a n announcement was still some time away.65
63

See for example media reports i n June, 1 983, over the Government's
stance on French nuclear testing in the Pacific.

64

See media reports on 31 October I 983 of the Hawke Cabinet decision on
Roxby Downs and 7 November 1983 for the following caucus vote on the
cabinet decision. (eg The Australian, The Age, s...M.Ji. N T N )

65

Holding heard of the announcement on the radio, while Cohen was rung
Collins says both were
by his staffers who had been rung by the media.
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Thus the handling of the handback reveals it was not only Everingham
who was playing politics with the handback. As Commonwealth territory,
Uluru was a place in which claims of political credibility in a

Commonwealth agenda were being staked out, along side of those of
Anangu and the CLP. What Territory politicians all knew, and as
decisions on The Railway, uranium and Uluru revealed so graphically,
was that in Commonwealth agenda's, fall out in the Territory amounted
to very little in Commonwealth deliberations.66 Of course once the
election was over, the CLP faced a more difficult task in maintaining the
momentum of "outrage" it had generated from the issue of consultation
(or lack of). Consequently in the following two years Territory politicians
would work to sell their opposition by redefining the sense of outrage for a
national audience. It was a move begun by Everingham, who in February
1984, announced his intention to seek CLP endorsement for the Territory's

sole House of Representatives seat in the next Federal election.67 Thus for
outraged at the action which he says, as they are both personal friends of
his who have talked it over many times since, he had no reason to doubt.
Holding himself did not recite this story to me but was vague when asked
about the timing of the announcement. In an article on 3 . 1 2.83
Holding told
journalist Amanda Buckley he had expected the announcement to be made
later in November at the same time as the announcement of Stage 2 of
Kakadu, stating the whole package was designed to satisfy conservationists
antagonised by the Government's uran i u m mining decision. While this does
not detract from my argument about the Territory in the eyes of the Federal
Government, it does mean somewhere between Holding, Collins, Amanda
I personally tend to
Buckley and me, someone is not being told the truth.
support the Collins scenario, because as the subsequent events would show,
it did take another 1 8 months for the negotiations to be finalised, A n a n g u
negotiators had no idea of the announcement and the community would
have needed more time to prepare for a managed announcement than even
a date later in November would have allowed, and the announcement did
seriously pressurise the subsequent negotiations.
Toyne 1 0.9.94; Ross
Johnston, telephone I ' v
Suzanne Gibson, 20.9.94.
As Collins also points out Hawke's tactics didn't work anyway, as the Wills ALP branch censured its
own party caucus by a vote of 1 50-3. See also The Australian and The Age
for 1 - 1 4 November 1983.
66 After an election where his party was effectively ''flushed down the
toiler" by his Federal collegues, Territory ALP leader Collins says he "used to
sir there and pray for the return of the good old days of the Fraser
G o v e rn m e n t ". Collins 16.9.94. Everingham, on the other hand made good
political capital about not needing to campaign as long as Aboriginal
See T h e
Affairs Minister Clyde Holding was in the Northern Territory.
Bulletin, 6 December 1983; also CPO, 22.3.85.

67 His intention "to take the fight to Canberra" aroused considerable
national interest and many - including Everingham - speculated he would
be the next leader of the opposition, Clyde Holding, 30.8.94; See Chan, F.,
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the bulk of 1984, Everingham was a politician with his sights set on
Canberra and through continual agitation on the issue of the handback of
Uluru maintained a national profile.68
In the Territory, he returned to the Rock as a symbol of "their" decisions,
in another anti-Canberra campaign for the December 1984 Federal election.
At his October 1984 campaign launch, Everingham warned "The ALP
Government is out to destroy us", citing the "broken promises" of the rail
link, uranium, Ayers Rock and Kakadu. 69 Land Rights were targeted as
"tearing the Territory apart"70 and CLP election advertisements used
images of Ayers Rock and the Yulara tourism development to illustrate
that "Territorians have come to feel the Federal Land Rights legislation is
divisive and detrimental to our future", while Everingham cautioned
"Territorians must have a team that won't remain silent on such
issues " J l

King of the Kids, p 140-2; also Paul Everingham, Jv'd Territ o ry Tracks,
1 3 . 1 2.84.

68

and their non-Aboriginal
In March 1 984 he led an attack on Anangu
advisers over the issue of commercial filming i n the Park, after a BBC
Television program was refused permission to film entertainer Val
The issue exploded again in May when
Doonican singing on Ayers Rock.
refused to permit a crew from the popular chi ldren's program
Anangu
"Simon Townsend's Wonderworld" to film in the Park. The controversy, at a
time when the Federal Government were anxious to reach an agreement on
the terms of the lease back, led Federal Ministers Cohen and Holding to the
Mutitjulu Community, where they were blunt: "It will nor assist in any way
We find
reaching an agreement if there is a blanket ban on filming .
where A TC (Australian Tourist Commission/ and
in the position
ourselves
NTTC [Northern Territory Tourist Commission} were planning a major
tourist promotion in Central A ustralia for 1 1 - 15 June with tourist operators
from around the world.
Unless the ban is withdrawn Everingham will have
a stage from which to arouse fears about giving land back to Aboriginals
not only from around Australia but also from around the world. "

69 Paul Everingham,
22. 1 0.84.

Federal campaign launch, ABC Television, Darwin,

70

"Land Rights: Canberra's Problem Or Ours?", CLP Election Advertisement,
NTN, 28 November 1984. See Appendix 2.

71

"Land Rights", CLP Election Television Advertisement, Zentac
The Land Rights issue was already topical
Productions, Brisbane, 1984.
following the Western Australian government's decision in early October
1 984 to reject the recommendations of its own Land Rights inquiry and
refuse to include provisions for Aboriginal veto or claims for public
The protests of mining
purpose land in drawing up its Land Rights B i l l .
companies, pastoralists and Aboriginal groups - including Territory Land
Councils - took the issue of Commonwealth Land Rights legislation out of
the Territory and into a debate with direct impl ications in regions still
largely unfamiliar with the concept. See Chapter 3 for further discussion.
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The Northern Territory electorate again endorsed the CLP campaign, and
Everingham was elected Territory MHR, beating sitting ALP member John
Reeves by some 1,500 votes - a far cry from the landslide of Territory
election victory one year earlier.72 He quickly was moved into a shadow
ministry under Andrew Peacock but although he remained an influential
presence in the Territory and particularly within the CLP, Everingham
proved largely ineffective in the Federal Parliament.

Everingham today

maintains its was boredom and the realisation he was in for a long stint in
opposition which led to his lack of enthusiasm for Federal politics,
however his opponents maintain that he was "taken out" by Federal ALP
Ministers very early in his parliamentary career.73 Certainly by May

1985

Everingham was largely peripheral to the Uluru debate, although he
remained instrumental in pressuring the coalition into public opposition
to the handback. The running on the Uluru issue was maintained in the
Territory, under very different circumstances, by Everingham's successor,
Ian Tuxworth.
Tuxworth, like Everingham, was firmly opposed to the granting of
inalienable title to Aboriginal claimants, under the Federal Land Rights
(NT) Act. He was also deeply cynical of the Commonwealth's motivation
in the handback, which he considered to be no more than a land grab to
sustain the Commonwealth's ovvn Parks Service, the Australian National
Parks and Wildlife Service (ANPWS).74

In handling the issue of Uluru,

however, Tuxworth also had a very difficult act to follow. Everingham
was an extremely successful Territory politician, who been very much the
public face of the CLP during a time of economic growth, "cranes in the

72

Everingham defeated the ALP candidate John Reeves by a margin of
28,747 to 27,194.
73 Paul Everingham, 30.8.94; Bob Collins, 1 5.9.94; Neil Bell, 14.9.94; Clyde
Holding, 30.8.94. See also Chan, F., King of the Kids, pp 1 53 - 1 5 5 . The most
damaging of which was undertaken in March 1 985, with some relish, by
Aboriginal Affairs M i n ister Clyde Holding, the man Everingham had
vil ified and ridiculed in the Northern Territory elec torate over the
handback and Land Rights.Holding's attack effectively ruined
Everingham's political credentials by revealing that he was on a retainer
from a Law Firm involved in commercial business negotiations in the NT,
See CPD 2 1 &
when he did not even have a practicing lawyers certificate.
Clyde Holding certainly still remembers the parliamentary
22.3.85.
drubbing of Everingham with some satisfaction. Holding 30.8.94.

74

Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94.
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sky" and popular optimism.75 It was a period which suited the blustering
and tactical parochialism of Everingham, and the issue of Uluru had
provided the perfect platform for his style of politics, particularly and most
notably in two election campaigns.

For Tuxworth however Territory

priorities in relation to the handback were not quite so clear cut. Despite
the Everingham's loud opposition, by October 1 984, nothing had been
achieved to affect the impending grant of title. The Commonwealth
showed no inclination to shift from its position that the handback would
proceed and the Territory had played no part in what had been almost a
year of negotiation on the terms under which the Park would be leased
back to the Commonwealth.7 6 While the CLP had never shifted in its
opposition to the transfer of Commonwealth title to Anangu, it was forced
to address for the first time the issue of management and whether the
Northern Territory would have any role at all in the Park, once the
handback was effected. The realisation was made the more complex by the
knowledge that if the Territory Government or its conservation agency
were to have a role

in

the Park, it could only be with the approval of

Anangu whose very right to title had been the focus of a concerted attack
by the Territory Government.
The response of the Tuxworth Government, during much of his first year
as leader from October 1984 to September 1985, was to attempt to move
from a public stance on Anangu title, in favour of concerted attacks on
ANPWS and their role in any future management arrangements for the
Park. It was a move which created divisions between the Federal and
Territory CLP leaders, with Everingham and Senate representative Bernie
Kilgarrif, unrelenting in their opposition to Anangu title, while in the
Territory, Conservation Minister Steve Hatton, made concerted attempts
to win Anangu support.77 The rift was revealed in the various CLP
responses to the long awaited announcement, in March

1985,

of the terms

of the lease back arrangement between Anangu and the Commonwealth.
In Canberra, Everingham's response to the details of financial and
ANPWS management arrangements contained in the lease back was to

75 Chan F., King of the Kids,
Collins, 1 6.9.94.
,

p 136; Warneke, R., "Territory facing . . . " ;

Bob

76 The negotiations, and why the NT had played no part in them at this
stage, will be discussed in Chapter 2.
77 The management negotiations and Hatton's role i n them will be discussed
more fully in Chapter 2.
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accuse Minister Holding of handing "Title and control of Australia's
premier tourist a ttraction to a disparate group of Aboriginals under the
control of a handful of white advisers.7 8 He also stated unequivocally that
there was, in his mind, no place in the management of the park for
Aboriginal ownership.79
In the Territory, however, the response was more subdued. Tuxworth
accused Holding of failing to consult the Territory Government over the
terms of the lease but in doing so, contradicted Everingham's position in
stating that while the Territory Government was opposed to individual
groups owning National parks:
... in the case of Ayers Rock there has been a long and sorry
history of wrangling and Aboriginal expectation, and if title is to
be granted it should be under Territory administration and
lensed back to the Territory's Conservation Commission. 8 0
H e further pursued his conciliatory line with the Commonwealth i n a
telex to the Prime Minister where he urged Hawke to consider delegating
responsibility within the Park to the Conservation Commission of the
Northern Territory (CCNT) " in such a way that it can provide for a sound
operational basis but at the same time not delaying the issue of title to the
traditional owners " and he pledged to work constructively with both the
Commonwealth and the traditional owners to that end. 8 1

78

"Statement by Paul Everingham, Federal Member for the NT, 1 4 . 3 . 8 5 " .
T h i s statement would provoke the damaging attacks o n Everingham's
As well it would become the
credibility by Holding in Federal Parliament.
subject of an ultimately unsuccessful defamation action by the white
advisers in question - Phillip Toyne and Ross Johnston.

79
80
81

Paul Everingham, ABC TV News, ABC Darwin, 8.3.85.
"Tux worth's bitter words over Uluru" i n N T N , I 4 March I 985.

Tuxworth to Hawke, telex, 25.3.85, ANCA File No 1 6.3.2 "Uluru National
Park Management", ANCA, Uluru.
The Commonwealth's reply was to accede
to Tuxworth's lesser requests for changes to the Government
representation on the Board of Management, while assuring him CCNT
would continue to have an involvement in the day to day management of
the Park and through the Board, an input to the drafting of a new plan of
management - hardly the assurances Tuxworth was seeking.
As the
Commonwealth well knew Tuxworth was seeking a "truce" to allow
discussions on title in return for continued day to day autonomy for CCNT i n
managing the Park, a s had been the case from 1 978.
This arrangement will
be discussed further i n Chapter 2.
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The Federal/Territory CLP rift was further illustrated in May, when
amending legislation for the Lar,d Rights and Parks and Wildlife Acts,
necessary to bring the transfer of title into effect, entered Federal
Parliament. Everingham in the House and Kilgariff in the Senate,
instigated Opposition amendments which would grant title to the
Territory Government and living areas to Anangu .82 On the contrary, in
the Territory the debate surrounding the introduction of the Federal
legislation was notable for the attempts of Conservation Minister, Steve
Hatton, to down play the issue of Aboriginal ownership and focus on the
ANPWS role in the Park's management. In a May 1985 press release to all

his State counterparts, Hatton warned that the proposed changes were a
threat to State control of National Parks. 8 3 Two days later he again

attacked the ANPWS, accusing them of empire building in the Territory.
At the same time, he said, while the Territory Government would prefer
title to be conferred under Territory legislation, "he wanted to make it
perfectly clear the NT Government did not object to the Commonwealth's
intention to transfer title to Ayers Rock to the Mutitjulu Community. "84
In debates in the Territory Assembly in June and August Mr Hatton again
stated:
the fundamental point of our disagreement with the federal
government over this particular issue is not the issue of
Aboriginal title over Ayers Rock: it is the fact of that what is
being imbedded is control and direction by the federal
government under federal legislation, and operation by the
Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service. 8 5

8 2In

arguing against the granting of title t o the Park Everingham told the
House that Ayers Rock was white Australia's heritage: it is Australian, just
as are the Blue Mountains, the Great Barrier Reef and the Sydney Harbour
Bridge.
All A ustralia is of great cultural significance to Aboriginals as it is
to A ustralians. Shall we give it away? We had better not. It is our land, u•e
cannot turn back the clock".
This arguement relied on the same alienation
of Aboriginal people from "Austtalians", as Everingham had used in the
Territory, to separate them from "Territorians" and construct "their"
ownership as an emotive threat to "our land", CPD 20.5.85.
8 3 Press Release of telex sent to Conservation Ministers by Steve Hatton,

27.5.85, ANCA File "Uluru Policy", ANCA, Darwin.
Press Release, Steve Hatton, 29.5.85. Interestingly the release originally

84

read "The N T Government fully supported the Commonwealth Government's
intention . . . . but handwritten corrections (by whom?) toned it down and
inserted the precursive statement o f the NT preference for title under NT
legislation. ANCA File "Uiuru Policy", ANCA, Darwin.

85

See NTLA, debates: 27.8.85.

See also 6.6.85.
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In September however, the Territory Government's line on the handback
shifted again, with a suddenness that made media headlines of an "About
Turn on Uluru".86 Hatton's offers of title, made just one week earlier in
the Parliament, were "historical " and the Territory Government stated it
now believed the Rock belonged to all Australians, not to be given to a
small group of people. 87 Tuxworth maintains that his position
throughout the period was that there was never a deal to be had for the
Territory in negotiating a role for itself within the Park and the Territory
was just "batting the ball down the pitch and occasionally bowling a

bumper" until such a time as they reached a point at which they thought
"enough's enough ",88 which was the point of the policy switch. What
seems also probable is that Hatton, a CLP newcomer, had alarmed his
collegues with his public countenancing of "inalienable" title as a point of
negotiation.89 Certainly he earnt the wrath of Everingham, who accused
him of breaking with Party policy.90 As Everingham had realised from
the outset, there was never any ground for negotiation between the
Commonwealth, Anangu and the CLP, fundamentally divided as they
were on the issue of Commonwealth inalienable Aboriginal title.
Everingham's decision in 1983 "to come out fighting" was in essence the
only politically palatable position available to the CLP and in September
1985, it was the position to which his successor returned. In so doing, Ian
Tuxworth turned the party's politics in the Territory back to the source of
previous successes - non-Aboriginal public opinion. 9 1
Tuxworth quickly re-confirmed his opposition to the handback, with
National radio and press statements re-iterating Territory complaints that
Territory Parks should be run by the CCNT and that Ayers Rock belonged
to all Australians. A week later he announced he would boycott the
handback ceremony and that NT Public Servants would not attend in an
official capacity - although they were free to attend in their own time and
86 "About-Turn on Uluru", N.I.N.. 2 September
87 i.bi.d....
8 8 Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94.
89 NTLA 27.8.85.
90 "About-Turn on Uluru", N T N .
9 1 I t i s interesting to note the CLP's change

1985.

o f course co-incided with the
leaking on 28th August of an National ALP commissioned poll which
showed almost 80% of people survey opposed land rights - a figure so
shocking even to the Federal ALP, that they "sat on it for about three
months". Clyde Holding, 30.8.94.
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a t their own expense. At the same time Everingham and the Shadow
Aboriginal Affairs Minister Roger Shipton attacked the role of the
Governor General in officiating at the handover, saying the ALP was
dragging him into a "bitter dispute".9 2 Three weeks before the handback
Liberal Leader John Howard declared he too would boycott the ceremony.
On 8 October 1985, Tuxworth announced his National tour, necessary he
said to "fuel the fires of opposition" and establish the "very public
principal that land inside the Territory belongs to the Territory
Governmen t " . 9 3
Tuxworth's $300 000 campaign94 took him around Australia on a circuit of
talkback radio, chat shows, newspaper interviews and Press Club addresses.
There were, as well, full-page advertisements in every Australian
metropolitan and regional newspaper and a booklet outlining the CLP's
opposition to the handback.95 The campaign was obviously designed to
harness non-Aboriginal opposition to the handback ( the success or
otherwise of which will be discussed

in

Chapter 3), but what is less

transparent is what exactly the Tuxworth Government hoped to achieve.
Tuxworth himself maintains it was necessary to convince the rest of
Australia that the Territory Government "were not a bunch of rednecks
out to beat up Aborigines ", 96 however the character of much of the
campaign material in fact left them open precisely to that accusation,
which the Federal ALP were quick to point out.97 Tuxworth admitted
from the outset he had no optirr.ism the handback could be stopped,98 yet
he embarked on a three hundred thousand dollar (plus) symbolic last
stand, which won him little support

in

the Territory at a time when his

Government had been forced to raise charges and cut back on spending as

9 2 "Holding defends G-G's role" in NTN, 3 September

1 985.

93

Ian Tuxworth, quoted in "Rock R o w Get Liberal Support", NTN 8 October
1 98 5 .

The CLP claimed they spent $200 000 on the campaign, however thier b i l l
See D'Arcy
for their National print advertising alone came t o over $300 000.
MacManus Masius, Northern Territory Governmen t Ayers Rock Campaign ,
D'Arcy MacManus Masius, Brisbane, 1 985.

94

95
96
97
98

See Appendix 3
Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94.
See CPO

·

1 0 . 1 0.85.

Tuxworth quoted in "NT campaigns to keep Ayers Rock, S M H , 8.0ctober
1 985.
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a result of substantial Commonwealth funding cuts.99 I f the campaign
was designed as a diversionary tactic, it was it appears, unsuccessful as
Tuxworth was criticised for going "down south" on an expensive and
futile tour. I oo

What may perhaps have been part of the Tuxworth agenda was to
reposition the Northern Territory within a debate which was increasingly
becoming an issue of "national importance". The Commonwealth's
proposal for Uniform National Land Rights had brought conflicts between
the rights of miners, State and Commonwealth Governments and
Aboriginal interest out of the Northern Territory and into the space of
"middle Australia" in 1984/5 and the Federal Coalition had positioned
Ayers Rock as the example of the Commonwealth's Land Rights
agenda . I OI In taking the Territory case to the rest of Australia, Tuxworth
may well have intended to focus the issue as one in which the Territory
interest was central - however, in campaigning on the issue of "Ayers
Rock for All Australians", the Territory Government was unlikely to
reclaim the debate, particularly with Tuxworth as spokesman. As a
political opponent observed, Tuxworth just couldn't carry the same sense
of outrage as Everingham, simply because "Everingham had it and
Tuxworth didn 't".1 02 Rumours that Tuxworth would call an election at
his final press conference, symbolically standing on Territory land at
Yulara on the day of the handback, were groundless and instead, Tuxworth
delivered an address in which his warning of dire changes, including the
removal after sunset of the chain which assisted climbers, were largely
greeted with derision by the assembled audience. I 03
99 The Territory lost more than 80 million dollars in the May I 985 Federal
economic statement, while another 1 2.6 million dollars was cut in Grants
cutbacks at the Premiers Conference later the same month.
I 00

See CA 8/26 October 1985; NTN I 0/1 1 October 1 985 I 0.85; for NT economic
scenario in 1 985, see Carmen!, D., The Tuxworth Government: A Political
History, University College of the Northern Territory, Faculty of Arts,
Occasional Paper Series, Number 1 , Darwin, 1 987; Heatley, A . , A l m o s t
Austra l i a n s . . .

101

See CPO 1 6/20.5.85. See also N T N , The Australian 1 4 May 1985 for
reports of Aboriginal groups i n Canberra to protest at the Commonwealth's
"Preferred Land Rights Model".
See also 1 5 May 1 985 when protestors
occupied the office of Aboriginal Affairs Minister, Clyde Holding.

I 02 Bob Collins, 1 6.9.94. At the same time Collins pointed out i t would have
been hard for any CLP politician to have followed in Everingham's
footsteps.
I 03

Tux worth Yulara press conference, 26. 1 0.85. ABC Television archives.
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Wthin the Park, the Territory /Commonwealth dispute over management
would continue until May, but the political debate effectively ended with
the grant of title. The Territory Government maintained its territorial
opposition to the Commonwealth's grant of title and have continued to
do so to this day. As a result the Territory Government has no role in the
management of the Park but the campaign delivered political successes in
other areas. Most obviously, Ayers Rock as a n election issue delivered the
CLP election victories in both Territory and Federal elections in 1983 and
1984 respectively, but perhaps most significantly in the longer term, the
campaign achieved a commitment from the Federal Coalition to return
the Park to Northern Territory control. Given the lack of negotiable
principles between the Federal ALP and the Territory Government and the
Commonwealth's superior Constitutional position in the dispute, the
political outcomes achieved by the CLP were the limit of what was possible
with a Federal Government determined to pursue its own agenda.
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CHAPTER 2 : THE PHYSICAL TERRITORY

It wouldn't have mattered what we did or what we agreed to there was no
room on the plan for us - ever - and only a mug would have believed
otherwise. I

In the two and a half years which followed the Federal Government's
announcement of the handback of Uluru in November 1983, it was the
political response of the Territory Government which captured media and
public attention. However, parallelling the political debate was a much
less publicised - though no less politicised - battle over what exactly the
recognition of Anangu ownership would mean to the management of
Uluru National Park.

In this debate, media "grandstanding" was replaced

with bureaucratic jockeying and face-to-face negotiation, as three
competing interests - Anangu, Commonwealth and Northern Territory each sought a means of establishing the primacy of their particular vision
for the Park.

It was a debate occurring at two levels - one a semi-political

level of bureaucratic negotiation on terms and conditions of the lease for
the Park, the other a level of personal and community negotiation of
living and working relationships in the Park. During the period under
discussion relationships at both levels, while never entirely satisfactory,
degenerated to the point of open hostility and stand-offs. The story of the
handback as a catalyst for changes to the management of Uluru National
Park, reveals how the political rejection of Anangu land ownership was an
insurmountable barrier to any continuing role for the Territory
Government in Park.

Despite attempts to separate the issue of title from

that of management, they were inextricably linked and the Government's
public rejection of one made Territory political, bureaucratic or personal
support for the other untenable. As a result, the political divisions
engendered by the debate over the issue of title, were replicated in
professional and personal relationships between "rival" conservation
agencies and Anangu within the Park.

I

Jan Tuxworth, 28.8.94.
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Accomodation within the Park. 1982.
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Source: Uluru (Ayers Rock-Mount Olga) National Park Plan of Management,
1982

The basis of the struggle over the managment of Uluru National Park was
a peculiar division of responsibilities resulting from the Park's status as a
declared "National Park" under the National Parks and Wildlife
Conservation Act, 1975. 2 In an arrangement which mirrored the
Constitutional divisions of Territory land administration as a whole,
management was split between Commonwealth and the Territory
conservation agencies. Title to the Park was vested in the Director of the
Commonwealth's Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service
(ANPWS), who was also responsible for Park policy and planning, but it
was managed on a day to day basis by the Conservation Commission)
ANPWS maintained no presence in the Park itself - Park rangers were
CCNT staff, responsible to the Director of the CCNT, although their
salaries and the running costs of the Park were met by ANPWS. It was an
arrangement which none of the three major players - A nangu living
within the Park, CCNT and ANPWS - found satisfactory.4 In an area
which was at once Anangu traditional land, a major tourist attraction and
a National Park, management conflicts may have been inevitable but in
the case of Uluru, the potential was greatly enhanced by the politics of the
Commonwealth/ Territory division of responsibility.
As was the case in the political debate, the territorial dispute which arose
over Park management as a result of the handback, was not however
created by it. Paul Everingham, in particular, had worked since 1978 to
cultivate bureaucratic loyalty and by 1983, the majority of the public service
- the Conservation Commission included - were seen as supportive of the
political philosophy of his Government.5 In addition, the Conservation
Commission brought to the Uluru debate its own particular history of
involvement in conservation and park management in the Northern
Territory. Its predecessor, the Northern Territory Reserves Board

2
3

The park was declared and title vested in the Director on the 24.5 . 1 977.

As stipulated in National Parks and Wildlife Amendment Act. 1978 .
4 Heatley described the situation in 1 9 8 3 as an "uneasy compromise", while
Phillip Toyne maintains the NT NPWS representative prior to 1983 used to
complain of the hostility directed at him by CCNT officers whenever he
visited the Park.
Certainly Letts, Everingham and Tuxworth all resented the
See, Heatley, A.,
deal which gave the Commonwealth an "in" into the Park.
Also Toyne 10.9.94; Everingham 30.8.94;
Almost Australians,. p 148.
Tuxworth 28.8.94; Letts 20.8.94
5 Chan, F., King of the Kids, pp 93- 1 05 ; Dalton-Morgan, cross examination,
Toyne/Johnston V Everingham, transcript, pp593-595.
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(NTRB),6 was created in 1959 as one of the first Statutory Bodies to be
established under a Northern Territory Ordinance. ? At that time the
Territory was largely administered by Canberra bureaucrats with the aid of
a telex machine and the NTRB was one of the first attempts at local control
and management of Northern Territory resources. To elected Territory
Legislative Council members, struggling for any real power in Territory
administration, its role in the planning and management of Territory
parks and reserves was seen strategically, as a start to securing control of
land administration from the Commonwealth to the Northern Territory.8
As such, from the time of its implementation, the Reserves Board was a
"Territorian" creation.9 In a local community where telexes containing
administrative directives from Canberra were disparagingly referred to as
"missives from the Holy City", tO the Reserves Board developed a
reputation for independence in carrying out its works as the agency
responsible for the control, planning and management of Parks in the
Territory. I I I n turn, the work of the Reserves Board and its cultivated
independence were fiercely defended by local politicians. As early as 1968
Territory politicians were aroused by Commonwealth moves to develop a
policy role in conservation management in the Territory and in 1970, the
Legislative Council's Territory members moved a motion condemning the
Commonwealth Government for creating a position of Director of
6 Prior to 1 980, the Conservation Commission was known as the Territory
Parks and Wildlife Commission from 1 . 1 .78.
7 The NTRB was established by the National Parks and Gardens Ordinance.
1 9 5 5 , however the ordinance was not enacted until 1959.
The Board was still
administratively and financially responsible to Canberra but it was largely
staffed by Territory residents and it was afforded under the Ordinance a
degree of autonomy in its day to day administration.
See Ordinances of the
Northern Territory of Australia. 191 1 - 1960, Vol I I I , Commonwealth
Government Printer, Canberra, 1 96 1 .
8

Goff Letts, 19.8 .94; See also Heatley, A., "Politicians in Search of Power . "
.

.

9 Goff Letts, 19.8 .94.
I0

II

ibid.

From its creation in 1959, the Board worked t o build a network of
Territory Parks and was responsible for, amongst others, the declaration of
Douglas Hot Springs, Katherine Gorge, Mataranka, and the precursor of
Kakadu, Manimoona National Park.
In each case the planning, scientific
studies and management prescriptions were compiled in the Territory,
using the expertise of local parks officers before being sent to Canberra for
what was generally a "rubber stamp" approval of the NTRB
recommendation. Goff Letts, 1 9.8.94. Paul Everingham said NTRB officers
would not tolerate any interference - to what was, at times, too great an
extent.
Paul Everingham, 30.8.94.
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Forestry, Fisheries, Wildlife and National Parks. The Director's duty
statement included the responsibility for participation in the planning and
development of national parks throughout the Territory - traditionally the
role of the Reserves Board. In condemning the Commonwealth and
moving a motion of support for the Reserves Board, the members at the
time agreed "We must jealously guard all the rights of the Reserves
Board.

After all, it was created by this Legislative Council . " 1 2

In addition to a generally "territorial" attitude to park management, the
Reserves Board had a particular history of attachment to Uluru National
Park.

When it was excised from the Petermann Aboriginal Reserve in

1958, in response to prolonged lobbying from Northern Territory tourist
interests, I 3 the then Ayers Rock National Park was committed by the
Commonwealth to the Reserves Board. The Northern Territory's only
park of any size and its chief tourist attraction, the Park became "the jewel
in the Crown " of the Reserves Board's estate l 4 and the Board managed the
Park through a period which saw tourism increase from its 1958 levels of 2,
296 visitors to over 60, 000 annually by the mid 1970s . I 5 By the late 1960s
the Board had become concerned about the damage to the Park caused by
visitor pressure and in the 1970s there was a flurry of reports, studies and
recommendations on an appropriate Master plan for the area.I6 While
the first of these studies was a joint commission by the Board and the
Federal Government, the involvement of the Federal Government was
generally viewed with suspicion by the Reserves Board - with some
justification. Under Whitlam, the Commonwealth became increasingly
active

in

heritage and conservation debates and in 1975, Labor proposed

taking over the management of all Territory parks and reserves. While a
complete take-over did not eventuate, a Commonwealth Australian

12

Mr Marks, NTLC debates, 16.9.70, See also NTLC, Questions Without Notice,
8.9.70.
The man appointed was Professor Derek Ovington, who would
feature prominently in Commonwealth actions in Uluru and Kakadu.
According to the CCNT's Aboriginal Liaison Officer, he was by the mid 1 980's
detested throughout the CCNT, despite the fact that only a couple of people
had ever met him.

13
14
15

Rowse in Sharing the Park, pp 30-42.

Goff Letts, 1 9.8.94
Altman, J . C., A bori�ines Tourism and Development: the Northern
Territory Experience, Australian National University North Australia
Research Unit, Darwin, 1988, p 1 0 1 .

I 6 See Alexander in Sbarjn� the Park.

4 1

National Parks and Wildlife Service (ANPWS) was established in 1975. 1 7
I n 1977, the Fraser Government vested title and control of both Uluru and
Kakadu, the Territory's most significant national parks, in the Director of
the new service. It was a move which provoked considerable resentment
amongst the CLP in the Territory, who allege a breach of faith by Fraser on
the eve of self-government, and amongst the Reserves Board, who felt the
Parks had been established and promoted through 20 years of Territory
endeavour only to be lost to superior ANPWS lobbying in Canberra. I &
Canberra "interference" was not the only emerging challenge to the
Reserve's Board management of Uluru National Park during the 1970s.
At the same time as the Commonwealth's increased interest, the Board
faced growing Aboriginal activism as a result of Land Rights inquiries and
in 1976, legislation. 1 9 Prior to 1976, Territory-based conservation agencies,
primarily through rangers who lived in the Park alongside the Anangu
community, had for 20 years determined Anangu input into the Park.20 It
was a relationship which was at times co-operative, as in issues of
protecting Sacred Sites, at times paternal, as

in

rangers preventing

Aboriginal hunting and lighting of fires in the Park and at times
dependent, as in rangers filling out social security and health care forms or
providing paid work for the Anangu community within the Park.21 An
Anangu land claim lodged in 1979, however, sent a clear message to the
Territory and Commonwealth Conservation Agencies involved in the

17
18

National Parks and Wildlife Conservation Act. 1 975 ..

Goff Letts maintains he had a deal with Fraser's Environment Minister 1n
1 976, which would allow for the naming of the two areas under the
Commonwealth's NPA WC Act as a recognition of their national and
international status, provided administration and management would
remain with the Territory upon self-government.
Paul Everingham also
says he had an undertaking from Fraser that the Parks would be "returned"
to Territory control, although he's unable to remember if it was a verbal or
written agreement.
Goff Letts, 1 9 .8.94, Paul Everingham, 30.9.94.
For
information on the debate over the management of Kakadu National Park
see Carroll and Hunt i n N. Petersen, et al Aborigines. Land and Land Rights,
Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Islander Studies, Canberra, 1 98 3 ; Fox,
R. W., Ran&er Uranium Environmental Inquiry. Second Report.
Commonwealth Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1 977.
See also
N T N , J u ly/August, 1 978.

19
20

Ross Johnston, 20.9.94.

See Map 2 for the community living arrangements at the Rock at the
time the handback was announced, in 1 983.

21

See Alexander in Shari n� the Park ; Phillip Toyne I 0.9.84; Chip Morgan,
1 8 .9.94.
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Park, that Anangu at the Rock, with the aid of independent representation,
were intent on having their interests in the area recognised.22

Reflecting

this, the first Commonwealth Plan of Management for the Park in 1982,
established the necessity for consultation with Ana11gu in Park
management matters.

The agency responsible for carrying it out on a day

to day basis, however, had not recognised a role for Aboriginal people in
park management its own Principles and Guidelines, preferring to see
itself as a "protector" of areas of Aboriginal significance.23

In this way the

rapid re-evaluation of Aboriginal rights and expectations in the Northern
Territory triggered by the creation of Land Councils and the Land Rights
Act, became another source of friction for the CCNT in its ambitions for
control of the Park.
Thus by 1983, there were three established interests in the Park - Anangu,
ANPWS and CCNT - each with a role recognised and endorsed by the first
Plan of Management. As well there was the tourist township of Yulara,
which from 1978 had been under Northern Territory Government
management and control.24 Yulara was managed by the Conservation
Commission, who were also responsible for carrying out the day to day the
management of the Uluru National Park for ANPWS. Both Agencies
22

It has to be remembered that it was effectively 1 976 before Aboriginal
people had any representative bodies through which they could speak out
See Woodward, J . , Abori inal Land Ri h
on matters of concern.
Commissi on. First Report, Australian Government Printer, Canberra, 1 973.
Woodwards second report noted there was no reason why Aboriginal
ownership should not be recognised in all Territory Parks and Wildlife
Sanctuaries and had specifically recommended Anangu l i v i n g within Ayers
Rock National Park and their representatives be consulted i n any
management plans for the Park. In a submission to Woodward, the Reserves
Board stated joint management should be implemented as a means o f
leading to Aboriginal control of Parks b u t when a land c l a i m was lodged
over the Park in 1 979, the claim was opposed by the Board's post self
government successor, the Territory
Parks and W i ldlife Commission
(TPWC).Woodward, J., Abori2i nal Land R i2hts Commissio n. Second Report,
Australian Government Printer, Canberra, 1 974; Woenne-Green, S . ,
Johnston, R . , Sultan, R., Wallis, A., Competing I nterests.
Aborigi nal
Participation in National Parks and Conservation Reserves in Australia,
Australian Conservation Foundation, Melbourne, 1 994, p 274; Alexander in
Sharin�: the Park, p48.

23 "Principals and Policy Guidelines" i n Raneer
Springs, August 1 9 8 1 .

2 4 The town, which adjoined the
was created by the Commonwealth
accommodation to be moved away
area outside the Park. Snowdon in

Review, CCNT, Alice

northern boundary of the National Park,
in 1 976 to enable tourist facilities and
from the Rock and confined within one
Sharing the Park. p 57. See also Map I
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agreed, given the symbiotic nature of the Park/Town relationship, that
some Commonwealth resources allocated to the CCNT for the
management of the Park, could be directed at Park related work within the
town.

With the announcement of the handback, however, Yulara was

drawn into the management debate by Anangu, who as title holders,
forced a re-evaluation of the Park/town relationship.

In their eyes both

the town and the Park were considered enclaves of non-Aboriginal control
in

an otherwise Anangu controlled region25 and as early as 1978, Anangu

were instructing their lawyers that the return of Uluru National Park was
a priority.26 There were however no options for the claiming of the
gazetted township of Yulara and as a result, the very existence of the town
was a source of some resentment amongst Anangu. 2 1
As discussed in the previous Chapter, Hawke's announcement of the
handback

in

November 1983 caught virtually everyone by surprise. While

Everingham's "outraged " response targetted the political decison to grant
title to the Park to Anangu, Hawke's announcement also contained
undertakings concerning the management of the Park.

The Territory

Government was assured it would be represented on a Park management
board and that Federal Ministers would open discussions "with a view to
o utlining mutually acceptable management arrangements". 28 Needless to
say, given the Federal Government's failure to consult the NT
25 Rowse in Sharing the Park, p42.

As well, exhibit 57, Uluru (Ayers Rock
Mount-Olga) Luritja Land Claim, 1 979, " Pitjantjatjara land Council meeting
at Ayers Rock" 3/4 April 1979. See also Map I .
2 6 " Pitjantjatjara Land Council meeting at Ayers Rock" 4/5 December 1 97 8 ,
exhibit 5 7 , Uluru (Ayers Rock Mount-Olga) Luritja Land Claim, 1 979.
Also
Phillip Toyne, 10.9.94.

27

See notes of meeting at Uluru, 8/9.8.85, ANCA File No 1 6.3.2 "Uiuru
National Park - Management", ANCA, Uluru; Also Alexander in �
Park. pp 49-50. Rowse in Sharing the Park, pp 36-38. Anangu
living
within the Park also felt they were being pressured by CCNT officials and
rangers into moving to Yulara, as the development of a village at Yulara for
A nangu
was seen as part of the plan to move everything - including
A n a n g u off the Rock. Chip Morgan, 1 8.9.94; Alexander in Sharing the
f..li.k... pp 47-49; Snowdon in Sharing the Park, p58. As well, the availability
plans to keep alcohol out of
of alcohol in the town threatened A n a n g u
their otherwise "dry" homelands. In a two year - ultimately unsuccessful battle which was to reach the Supreme Court, in October 1983, A n a n g u and
the Pitjantjatjara Council opposed the grating of a take-away liquor licence
to the town's tavern. Rowse in Sharing the Park , p42. See also notes of
meeting at Uluru, 8/9.8.85, ANCA File No 16.3.2 "Uiuru National Park Management", ANCA, Uluru.

28

Hawke to Everingham, 1 1 . 1 1 . 83, ANCA File "Uiuru Policy".
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government prior to the announcement and the fact that neither Holding,
Cohen nor Anangu had come to any agreement about the terms of the
lease back, it seems unlikely those assurances were intended to carry any
weight. At the time they certainly weren't received by Conservation
Minister Tuxworth, or Chief Minister Everingham as having any.29
Subsequent events would in fact demonstrate that the Prime Minister's
hopes that the Territory Government, Anangu and the Federal
Government could somehow come to a mutually beneficial arrangement
were at best naive and at worst provocative.
The recognition of Anangu as Park owners had profound implications for
CCNT.

The Commission's role in the day to day management of the Park

was based on a Plan of Management which had been drawn up prior to the
announcement and clearly did not adequately reflect the management
priorities as perceived by Anangu. In the eighteen months following the
Commonwealth's announcement, changes to management practice and
principles as a result of Anangu ownership were the subject of debate,
negotiation and bargaining between Anangu, their representatives and the
Commonwealth (chiefly the Department of Aboriginal Affairs), with
frequent meetings in the Park, Alice Springs and Canberra.30 Despite its
existing role within the Park, the hierarchy of the Conservation
Commission did not take part in these crucial discussions. In December
1983, Paul Everingham had re-iterated Territory Government opposition

to the handback and its provision for a lease back to ANPWS, which
denied CCNT the political approval for entering into the negotiations in
any official capacity.3 1 Even if they had, their Government's refusal to
recognise Anangu title meant the Conservation Commission, as an
agency looking to secure a role for itself in any future management
structure, could not meet what was a fundamental starting point for any
29

As evidenced in Everingham's "straw that broke the camels back"
reaction. Tuxworth, 28.8.94.
In his letter to Everingham announcing the
handback, Hawke acknowledged that the decision did not meet the "various"
NT Government representations for the park to be transferred to the
Te rri to ry control. Hawke to Everingham, 1 1 . 1 1 .83, ANCA File " U i uru Policy",
Also Holding says he expected Everingham would react the way he did
(although he didn't think he'd call an election). Clyde Holding, 30.8.94.

30

Phillip Toyne, 10.9.94.

3 1 Hawke to Everingham, 29.3.84, ANCA File "Uiuru Policy"; Clyde Holding,
30.8.94; Phillip Toyne, I 0.9.94. It may also have been the case that CCNT
entering the negotiations was sidelined after the departure of CCNT head
Goff Letts during the election and the process of re-establishing a new
D i re c t o r .
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negotiation, as Steve Hatton would realise in 1985.32 It is also true the
effective public opposition of Everingham and later, Tuxworth,
engendered a distinct lack of goodwill toward the Territory Government
amongst both Anangu, their advisers and the Commonwealth's chief
negotiators - Aboriginal Affairs Minister Holding and Environment
Minister Cohen.33 As a result there appears to have been little attempt to
either include or inform the Commission, as a Territory Government
agency, on the substance of the on-going management negotiations.34
The closeness of the negotiating process at a departmental level to the
public/political debate may have been an obstacle to CCNT participation in
management discussions, however in the Park itself, where the
Commission could have been expected to have negotiated more
successfully on the basis of the personal relationships existing between
senior Anangu and Commission rangers, the Commission was also
increasingly isolated. This was in part due to the fact that rangers on the
ground, responsible to a government which opposed the handback, were
not empowered to enter into discussions on new management
arrangements but also in part due to a growing sentiment amongst
Anangu that Commission rangers were unwilling to accept a new working
relationship in which Anangu as Park owners were significantly
empowered. The result was a developing sense of frustration, where
meetings at which Anangu expected to discuss joint management, were
instead confined to issues about whether An.angu were "allowed" to keep
dogs in the Park, or camp in certain places.35
At the same time, the Muti�ulu community itself was changing. With the
announcement of the handback, custodians and law figures for the area,

32

Chip Morgan, 1 8 .9.94; Phillip Toyne, I 0.9.94.

33 Holding 30.8.94; Toyne I 0.9.94; Bell, 1 5 .9.94.

34 Clyde Holding argues there was no obligation to inform or include CCNT
as the land belonged to the Commonwealth, not the Territory. While this
correct, as the agency responsible for the day to day management of the
Park, had political relations been more co-operative, it i s reasonable to
expect the CCNT would have been i n -touch with changes being negotiated,
as they would have (and did) impact on their work in managing the Park.
Holding, 30.9.94. See also notes of meeting at Uluru, 8/9.8.85, ANCA File No
1 6.3.2
"Uiuru National Park - Management", where CCNT Director Anthony
Thomas complains he has not seen the lease agreement which is the
discussion of the meeting.
35 Phillip Toyne , l 0.9.94; Chip Morgan 1 8 .9.94.
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with their families, moved to Mutitjulu from surrounding areas to be on
hand for the negotiations.36 Significantly, many of these people had been
politicised through the successful Pitjantjatjara Lands Claim in South
Australia, which was finalised in 1981, and their arrival both by sheer force
of numbers and independent political experience, lessened the influence of
Commission rangers within the community.37

Also significantly, these

Anangu brought with them the knowledge that in South Australia,
Pitjantjatjara Lands were held by Anangu as freehold title, a title which
they were advised and believed was the "strongest" title to land and
against which Territory offers of a perpetual lease or Territory freehold
could be compared.3 8 The influence of Commission rangers on the
community was further eroded in January 1984 by the arrival, with
ANPWS encouragement, of independent community advisers. Employed
to assist the community in coping with increasing demands engendered by
the move to joint management,39 the advisers took over a role which
until that time had largely been performed by Commission rangers
stationed in the Park. However, the new advisers were told, shortly after
their arrival, they were unnecessary by the Commission's head ranger.40
Relations between rangers and the community advisers were not assisted
by an ANPWS request that Commission rangers vacate a house to make it
available to the newcomers.4 1

36

A study conducted in 1 986 found over 50% of the community's average
population of 1 4 1 , had arrived in the last three years, while another 3 1 %
had arrived since 1980.
The arrival had come from the surrounding NT and
S A Communities of Docker River, Areyonga, Amata, Mimil, Kalka, Ernabella
and Ulkiya. Sharin� the Park, pp21-27. See Appendix I Map 6. Also CCNT
1 9 8 1 Annual Report notes . . . a continual increase in the number of
Aboriginal residents . ", Con servation Com m ission of the Northern
Territory Annual Report July 1 980 to June 1 9 8 1. Government Printer of the
Northern Territory, 1 9 8 1 .
3 7 Ross Johnstone, 20.9.94.
"

. .

3 8 Yam i Lester told Justice Angel A n a n g u had debated Paul Everingham's
offer of a perpetual lease in 1982 as part of the I 0 point package, before
they decided to " ... throw it out the window... (because) we didn't think it
was good enough for Aboriginal people ", Lester, cross-examination,
Toyne/Johnston V Everingham, transcript, p495.
39 The position was funded by the Department of Aboriginal Affairs after a
request from the Community; see also Johnston, cross-examination,
Toyne/Johnston V Everingham, transcript, pp34 1 - 345.
40 Ross
41 �

Johnston, 20.9.94;
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Thus within the Park, the move toward title had resulted in pressure for
changes to the relationship existing between the Park service and the
Anangu community, however it was felt that Commission rangers, and in
particular senior rangers, were resisting the change.4 2 By contrast,
ANPWS were seen as beginning to operate in a way which involved
Anangu

more actively in decisions in the Park - directing an increasing

volume of Park policy matters to the community for discussion, which in
part necessitated the community's request for advisers.43 As well, soon
after the announcement, Anangu met traditional owners from the
Kakadu region, where Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal interests were
involved in the management of the Park, under ANPWS contro1.44

This

is not to suggest negotiations between ANPWS and Anangu were without
substantial disagreement, for in fact agreement on crucial points was not
reached until 1985. In particular, neither ANPWS or the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs supported the idea of an Aboriginal majority on a
proposed Board of Management and the Director of ANPWS, Professor
Derek Ovington, actively promoted an Aboriginal Advisory committee as
an alternative.45 From the point of view of Anangu , this was a
fundamental sticking point, as a majority on the Board of Management
was considered the chief means through which Anangu would secure a
meaningful role in the management of the Park - as such it was non
negotiable.46 It was also a sticking point which CCNT were well placed to

i b i d , also Toyne I 0.9.94; Morgan 1 8 .9.94. Also "notes - Meeting at Uluru
6.8.85, ANCA File No. 1 6.3.2. "Uluru National Park - Management", during
which Tony Tjamiwa stated the community had not been able to form a
partnership with the services i n the past.

42

4 3 The community were subject to the i ncessant streams of requests for use

of the Park from helicopter joy rides, to high kicking records on top of the
Rock, to Val Doonican, to marathons - all of which under ANPWS's practise
of moving to joint management, were referred to the community prior for
their consent, prior to any agreement being reached for park management
or a park service. See ANCA File "Uiuru Policy".

44

confidential

source.

45 Phillip Toyne says Charles Perkins, then Deputy Secretary o f the DAA,
approached him i n Canberra
for a meeting, without A n a n g u or other
negoti ators present - a situation Toyne says he on principle avoided and
tried to "monster" him into accepting that to hold out for an Aboriginal
majority on the Board was politically unrealistic. Phillip Toyne, I 0.9.94.
See
also "Future arrangements for Uluru (Ayers Rock-Mt. Olga) National Park,
1 8 .6.84, ANCA File "Uiuru Park Policy".

46 Phillip Toyne, I 0.9.94; See also Pitjantjatjara Land Council, Central Land

Council "Return of Uluru Title. Review of Developments" 1 3 .6.84. in which
A n angu
reject the Government proposal for an advisory board, ANCA File
" U i uru Park Policy".
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exploit, as the proposal for an Aboriginal majority on a Park management
board was actually borrowed from an agreement negotiated between
traditional owners and the Commission for the management of another
Territory National Park in 1981.47
In an agreement with the traditional owners of Gurig National Park, on
the Cobourg Peninsula, a land claim under the Land Rights Act was
withdrawn in favour of Northern Territory inalienable title and a lease
back in perpetuity to the Conservation Commission. As well as traditional
entitlement to occupation, use and control of the land, under the
agreement traditional owners received a majority on the Board of
management which was responsible for preparing and implementing the
plan of management for the Park.48 This was significantly more power
than ANPWS had been prepared to concede in Kakadu, so Gurig became
the acknowledged precedent for Anangu in their negotiations with the
Commonwealth.49 As such, the Commission should have had a
persuasive entry into management negotiations with Anangu , however it
was not to be the case. Most fundamentally, Anangu 's other non
negotiable point was of course that any management arrangements be
prefaced with a grant of inalienable freehold title from the
Commonwealth, which the Territory Government was not prepared to
concede. As well, the Territory Government would not accept Anangu
demands that both Commonwealth and Territory Government
representatives be present on the Park's Board of Management, arguing
the Commonwealth should have no role in a Northern Territory Park.50
Perhaps equally significant was the fact that until the appointment of Steve
Hatton as Conservation Minister in the new Tuxworth Ministry in October
1984, there was little will on the part of any Territory Government
Minister to exploit problems in the ANPWS/ Anangu negotiations, in
order to seek a deal for the Commission in the Park's management.

4 7 Cobouq� Peninsula Aboriginal Land and Sanctuary Act. 1 98 1 .
4 8 i.b..iJL
49 Phillip Toyne, 1 0.9.94.

For a comparison of the management
arrangements for Kakadu, Gurig and Uluru, see Woenne-Green er a/. ,
Competeing I n terests. pp272
305.
-

50 Toyne 1 0 . 9.94, Johnston 20.9.94, Morgan 1 8 .9.94. See also Pitjantjatjara
Land Council, Central Land Council "Return of Uluru Title. Review of
Developments" 1 3 .6.84, ANCA File "Uiuru Park Policy".
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Under Hatton however, the Commission began to explore ways through
which it might maintain its existing day to day management role in the
Park after the handback. The Commission's own Aboriginal Liaison
Officer was instructed to approach the community to discuss what was
could be negotiated. Offers which met Anangu demands, on the duration
of the lease and a majority on the Management Board, were broached and
their results reported back to the Department and the Minister.5 1 In early
1985, Hatton received a report from the Director of the Commission,
Anthony Thomas, which advised that the issue of Aboriginal title was a
"symbolic and

emotional issue" which was "otherwise irreleva n t " a n d

stated that " Very little of positive

or

lasting value can be achieved without

Commonwealth support ... [and equally
Aborigines and advisers ".52

without] . . . the support of

Until mid 1985, Hatton's public statements

appear, in line with Thomas' advice, as attempts to separate the issues of
title and management by attacking ANPWS and advocating support for
Aboriginal title.53

Many involved in the negotiations indicate there was a

willingness from Hatton and some people in the Commission, both at a
departmental level and as rangers within the Park, to concede on the issue
of title.54 From a negotiating pP.rspective, however, this meant very little.
The reality was Hatton could not, and never did, offer to negotiate
management arrangements on the basis of Commonwealth title,55 while
in the Park, Anangu felt little had changed under Commission
management, since the announcement of the handback.56
Consequentially, an agreement was reached with the Commonwealth for a
51

Morgan, 1 8.9.94. As CCNT Aboriginal Liaison Officer Morgan says he had
numerous meetings with Hatton from late 1984 to mid 1985 at which he
See also Toyne to
would report on his discussions with the community.
Donald, Tehan, Johnston 27.6.85. where he reports of a visit from Morgan
where the idea of an "eleventh hour" offer from the Territory Government
which consisted of Commonwealth title, a 50 year lease and a majority on
the Board P.C. File No 85/61 B "Ayers Rock Title Negotiations".
52 "Document Reverses Govt Stand On Uluru", N T N , 1 2 September 1985.

53
54

Press Release, Steve Hatton, 29.5.94; NTLA, debates, 6.6.85, 27.8.85.

55
56

Chip Morgan, 1 8 .9.94.

Toyne, Morgan and Johnston all felt Hatton was sincere in his attempts at
negottatton.
Holding and Bell felt Anthony Thomas would have
countenanced Commonwealth title in order to maintain a role for CCNT i n
the Park ( a s would seem t o b e ii1dicated b y his Ministerial report (see #5 1 ),
while Morgan and Johnston maintain a number of rangers in the park
wanted for the Park. Toyne, 10.9.94;
were supportive of what A n a n g u
Morgan 1 8 .9.94; Johnston, 20.9.94; Holding, 30.8.94; Bell, 1 5 .9.94. See also
Johnston, Dalton-Morgan, Toyne, cross-examination, Toyne/Johnston V
Everingham,
transcript.
Toyne 1 0 . 9.94; Morgan 1 8 .9.94; Johnston 20.9.94.
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lease back to ANPWS, which stipulated that ANPWS were to station
senior staff in the Park, to oversee changes to Park management practises
which recognised Anangu as Park owners rather than a park management
problem. 57
The decision, made public in March 1985 by Minister Clyde Holding,
contradicted the existing Park management plan, which stipulated day to
day management was the responsibility of the CCNT.

The announcement

of the Anangu decision was, within the Park, inevitably personal, as
essentially it was a rebuff to the rangers Anangu were living and working
with. The decision also had career implications, particularly for the
existing senior CCNT rangers stationed in the Park. Shortly after the
announcement the Commission, without consulting Anangu, moved the
Park headquarters and Ranger station to Yulara, where apart from being on
Territory land, it was 12kms away and therefore less accessible to Anangu.
A month later all CCNT rangers were moved from the Park to Yulara,
further emphasising the political/ geographic alliances of the Park services.
As well, consultative mechanisms for including Anangu representatives
in discussions on park matters, including the employment of rangers,
ceased - although Anangu were still invited to sit on interviewing
panels. 5 8
The decision also resulted in an increased hostility between the two parks
services at the departmental level. A delay in the Federal parliamentary
passage of amending bills to bring the lease into effect, caused the
postponement of the handback ceremony, however Anangu wanted
ANPWS officers on the ground as

"

... soon as possible ... " 59 and sought to

negotiate with the Commission on "interim" management arrangements
which would allow ANPWS rangers to work in the Park until the new
Board of Management was constituted and could make a decision on a
future Park ranger force. It was a move interpreted by the Commission as
Anangu I ANPWS collusion in pushing management changes before they

57 Ross Johnston, 20.9.94; See also "minute - Meeting of Mi nisters with
Pitjantjatjara Representatives", 1 0. 5 . 84 and "Future Arrangement for Uluru
(Ayers Rock-Mt Olga) National Park", I 9.6.84, ANCA File - "Uiuru Policy " .
58

Johnston, Morgan cross-examination Toyne/Johnston V Everingham,
transcript. See also CCNT to ANPWS 1 7.7.85; Uluru to CCNT, 18.7.85. ANCA File
- "Uiuru Policy".

59

telex, Uluru to Cohen, 14.3.85, ANCA File "Uiuru Policy".

5 1

had the legislated authority to do so.60 A spirit of co-operation was hardly
enhanced by ANPWS' invitation to the Director of the Commission to
attend a meeting to discuss an interim arrangement, which somewhat
pointedly noted

"The continuing assistance of the Conservation

Commission in day to day management will be most welcome. However
some changes to the present arrangements will

be

necessary

... ".61

While

ANPWS was acting on the instructions o f Anangu, the letter is
characteristic of a real alienation of the CCNT from the processes
determining the Park's future and in essence, any autonomous
Commission role in it. At the meeting, convened in early August 1985,
CCNT Director Anthony Thomas felt suitably besieged. When questioned
on the Commission's allocation of (Commonwealth funded) resources to
Yulara, including the decision to move the Ranger Station, he reacted:
we came here in a spirit of co-operation and we are the
whipping boy . . . . l didn 't expect the Commission to be under
attack. I'm very proud of the record of the Comn-tission and I
believe it can be defended but I would find it very hard to
recommend a joint Park service. 62
As Thomas no doubt understood, the Commission's negotiating position,
at this late stage, was weak. The sole basis of their position in the Park was
a plan of management which was clearly going to be re-written and a
degree of good will built up between some individual Rangers and some
Anangu, which had been eroded by changes within the structure of the
community itself, as well as removal of rangers from the vicinity of the
Park.63 He was told at the meeting that an ANPWS presence on the
60 To bring the lease into effect, changes were required to the Land Rights
Initially these changes were
CNT) Act and the Parks and Wildlife Act.
expected to go through Federal parliament in the May sittings, however
they were not reached by the Senate and had to be delayed until August,
causing a postponement of the handback ceremony originally scheduled
for early July to October 26th.
See Memorandum Toyne to Bradshaw, Donald,
Johnson 1 6.5.85 & 3.6.85, PC File No. 85/61 B "Ayers Rock Title Negotiati ons".

61 Ovington to Thomas, 1 3 .5.85, PC File No
Negotiations".

85/6 1 B "Ayers Rock Title

62

notes - Meeting at Uluru 6.8.85, ANCA File No. 16.3.2. "Uluru National
Park - Management", ANCA, Uluru.
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By the middle of 1985, both Johnston and Morgan agree that CCNT loyalty
was restricted amongst A n a n g u
to two senior men, who they say clearly
suffered as a result of the unfolding events in terms of their relationships
with other Mutitjulu Community members.
Johnston, 20.9.94; Morgan,
1 8.9.94.
Tony Tjamiwa told the joint meeting on the 6.8.85 the community
had not been consulted about the move of the Ranger station and stated the
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ground " . . . was a fact .. . ",64 while it was made clear Anangu were seeking a
joint service, with CCNT and ANPWS working under the supervision of
the Management Board and that the Park superintendent in any joint
service would be an ANPWS appointment. Thomas, however, was
adamant Commission rangers would not take orders from the
Commonwealth.65
At the end of the two day meeting, while Thomas would not commit
Commission rangers to a joint service as proposed by ANPWS and
Anangu, he did agree to take to the CCNT Board a proposal for an interim
management arrangement, which was as interesting for its geography as it
was for its politics. Day to day management would be undertaken by an
ANPWS superintendent, operating from an office in the Park, consulting
with the CCNT's Chief District Ranger, who at that time was stationed
outside the Park, on Territory Government land, at Yulara.66 The
proposal also contained the proviso that any proposals to substantive
changes to the day to day management procedures would be "advised to
the Director of CCNT in order that CCNT can give the fullest possible co
operation ". 67

Central Land Council lawyer Bruce Donald, who attended

the meeting, noted the proposals were somewhat reluctantly received by
Thomas and certainly the next day they were dismissed out of hand by
Tuxworth, who telexed the Prime Minister with the message "that under
no circumstances will CCNT staff be placed under the direct supervision of
the ANPWS as demanded by Professor Ovington ".68

Hatton too went on

the attack, calling on the Federal Coalition to publicly state its intention to
return the Park to Territory control when elected, and in a press release
accused Ovington of provoking a showdown "to kick us out of the
Territory's major national park".69

community wanted CCNT and ANPWS to work together as one service, with
A n a n g u , to manage the Park. "notes - Meeting at Uluru 6.8.85, ANCA File No.
1 6.3.2. "Uluru National Park - Management", ANCA, Uluru.

64 Ovington (ANPWS) notes - Meeting at Uluru 6.8.85.

65

1" b 1" d

_
_
_
.

66 i b i d ; also telex Donald to Holding, Cohen, Ovington and Johnston, 9.8.85,
ANCA File "Uluru Policy", ANCA, Darwin.

67 illliL

68 Telex Tuxworth to Hawke 9.8.85, ANCA File No 16.3.2 "Uluru National Park
- Management", ANCA, Uluru.

69

Press release, Steve Hatton, 9.8.85, also telex Hatton to Peacock, ANCA File
" U l u r u Policy " .
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The political hostility of the Territory Government only served to create
pressure on the representatives of the different services in the Park, who
were answerable to agencies demanding different things from them.
While Anangu and ANPWS were committed to implementing the
interim management arrangements, Commission rangers refused to
recognise them. With legislative assent to the Uluru lease gained in
August, ANPWS had the authority to recruit for the Park and the former
CCNT Aboriginal Liaison Officer became ANPWS superintendent in the
Park in October.70 CCNT staff however, with Ministerial and
Departmental approval, refused to take direction from him and rather
worked to the 1982 Plan of Management, reporting to their own Chief
District Officer and referring matters of policy to the Director of ANPWS.
A week after the public showdown, Anangu advisers told Minister Clyde
Holding that Steve Hatton had spent three days at Yulara
. . . in what appears to be a major morale boosting exercise
taking the entire s taff to dinner at the Sheraton: long staff
meeting and so on , the main object of which is to make it
plain that the CCNT will not work under the ANPWS Senior
Staff . 7 1
At the same time Anangu were being warned by the CCNT Director that
he would pull his rangers out entirely, unless they agreed to accept an offer
of Northern Territory title from the Northern Territory Government.7 2
Perhaps what CCNT was gambling on was that the Commonwealth
Finance Ministry, under the eye of the 'fiscal axeman "73 Senator Peter
Walsh, would baulk at the idea of funding ANPWS to maintain a new
Park service if CCNT rangers were withdrawn.

Certainly, when such a

move did occur, it was only after approval from Walsh.74 It may also
have been the case that the Territory Government believed the
Commonwealth was not prepared to countenance another public run-in
with them on the issue of Uluru. When ANPWS park superintendent
70 Hatton was, according to Morgan, enraged when he found out his
Chips Morgan, 1 8 .9.94.
Aboriginal liaison officer had switched services.
Ross Johnston says Hatton also offered them both jobs.
7 1 Telex, Toyne to Holding, 19.8.85, PC File No 85/6 1 B "Ayers Rock Title
Negotiati o n s " .
72 ibid.

7 3 Seccombe, M . , "Over the Top i n the Top End", S MH. 8 February 1 992.
74 Memorandum, Phillip Toyne, 20.3.86. ANCA File No. 1 6. 1 . 1 "Uiuru National
Park Declaration and Management Policy", ANCA, Uluru.
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Morgan and Anangu community adviser Ross Johnston went to Canberra
in early 1986 to urge the Commonwealth to act to end the stand-off in the
Park, they were told by the Federal Environment Minister Barry Cohen
that he had already had two fights with the Territory Government and had
come away each time with a "bloody nose" and that he was not keen to let
it happen again.75 What is clear is that the Commission's threats were of
concern to Anangu and their advisers, with Toyne seeking an undertaking
in August 1985 that if the threats to pull out did eventuate, the community
"would not be left unsupported ". 1 6
From September 1985 relationships in the Park became increasingly
strained, reflecting the political climate caused by Tuxworth's public
statements that Anangu should not have title, as well as the about face by
the formerly conciliatory Conservation Minister.?? Hatton and his Federal
counterpart, Cohen, were involved, throughout August and September, in
hostile exchanges in which various allegations of mismanagement
concerning the collection of entry fees, the adequacy of Commonwealth
funding and the spending of funds at Yulara by the CCNT, were levelled.78
Northern Territory public servants - including Commission staff - were
prevented from attending the handover in any official capacity and the
Territory Government continued to prevaricate on whether it would
participate on the Board of Management. While Anangu wanted CCNT
on the Management Board, ANPWS were adamant CCNT could only sit
on it if they agreed to be involved in a joint service.79

In the middle were

the Park officers, whose futures were being determined by a political
circumstance that not all were happy about being a part of, Anangu and
the Park itself. 80 By the time the han dover came around, the
relationship had broken down to the extent that the Director of CCNT

75
76

Morgan, 1 8 . 9.94.

Telex, Toyne to Holding, 19.8.85, PC File No 85/6 1 B "Ayers Rock Title
N e g o t i at i o n s " .

77
78

NTLA 27.8.85.

See Hatton press release 9.8.85; Cohen release "the Facts on Uluru' 1 3 . 8 . 8 5 ;
Hatton t o Cohen 20.8.85; Cohen t o Hatton 1 9.9.85.

79

Toyne to Johnston, Bradshaw, Donald, 6.9.9, PC File No 85/200B "Uluru
National Park re: park management".

80

See Memorandum Toyne to Johnston, Bradshaw, Donald, 6.9.85, PC File No
85/200B "Uiuru National Park re: park management"; Dalton-Morgan, T . ,
Cross Examination, Toyne/ Johnston V Everingham, transcript, p p 595-96.
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refused a request for three CCNT staff to assist on the day and ANPWS
rangers had to be brought in from Kakadu.8 1
The handback made very little impact on the impasse either within the
Park or in the bureaucratic discussions about the Park.

Steve Hatton in
November 1985 finally informed the Chairman of the Land Trust that no

Territory Government representatives would be nominated to the Board
of management and restated the Territory position that Uluru should be
managed by the CCNT. He also informed the Trust that CCNT rangers

would continue to operate in the Park in accordance with the existing plan
of management, which still had another 18 months to run.82 The 1982

plan legitimated NT's presence in the Park and for Anangu, the problem

became one of how to find a legal and politically acceptable way to end the
stalemate.83
By December 1985, ANPWS had sought a legal determination on the status

of the existing plan of management and had been advised that a

Ministerial decision could change the terms of the lease to terminate
CCNT's role in the Park's day to day management.84 In the Park, where it
was apparent a joint service with ANPWS on top and CCNT rangers below
could not be made to work,85 there was a suspicion however of a lack of
Ministerial or Departmental will to take-on the expulsion of CCNT.8 6
Both the CLC and the Pi�an�ara Council were also early in 1986 advising

Environment Minister Cohen against taking any action which would

enable the Territory Government to undertake legal action which might
result in the lease being invalidated.87 In response to this perceived lack
of action by the Commonwealth, the ANPWS Superintendent and the
81

See Johnston to Thomas, 19.9.85; Thomas to Johnston, 1 . 1 0.85. ANCA File
No. I . ] 0 . 1 0 "Aboriginal matters-Handover ceremony", ANCA, Uluru.

82

re:

83
84

Telex, Hatton to Uluru, 22. 1 1 .85, PC File No 85/200B "Uiuru National Park
park management".
Morgan

1 8 .9.94; Johnston, 20.9.94.

Attorney General's Department to Ovington, 1 1 . 1 2.85, ANCA File No. 1 6 . 1 . 1
" U iuru National Park Declaration and Management Policy", ANCA, Uluru.

85

A meeting of the ANPWS Superintendent and a senior CCNT officer in the
Park to discuss management was abandoned when no agreement could be
Morgan and Johnston to
reached on management issues in the Park.
Holding and Cohen, undated, 1986, ANCA File No 1 6. 1 . 1 . Pt II, "Plan of
Management", ANCA, Uluru.

86
87

Morgan 1 8 .9.94; Johnston, 20.9.94.

Donald, Toyne and Bradshaw to Cohen, 14.3.85, PC File No 85/200B "Uluru
National Park re: park management.
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Anangu liaison officer maintained a steady stream of telexes to Holding,
Cohen and Ovington detailing the deteriorating situation in the Park.
However it was not until April 1986 that action was taken. At a Board
Meeting on the 22 April, the offer of CCNT participation was formally
withdrawn. The Board approved an Uluru ranger service recruited by
ANPWS, in which CCNT staff would have first offer of positions provided they received community approval. The same meeting was also
presented with the CCNT's final offer - that day to day management of the
Park be contracted out to CCNT, excluding Aboriginal living areas which
would remain a Federal responsibility. It was an offer which was
unanimously rejected and on 12 May, CCNT were informed that the
delegation of day to day management would cease from 30 May. 88 The

Territory threatened legal action to stop the change, however proposed

Supreme Court action did not eventuate and CCNT rangers left the Park
on 30 May.89
During the period from the announcement of the Uluru service in April
and the withdrawal of CCNT rangers at the end of May, there was
considerable pressure for CCNT rangers in the park as a result of
speculation about which rangers, if any, would leave the CCNT and "come
across" to the Park's Uluru service.90 Clearly for senior park staff whose
roles had effectively been usurped by the arrangements already in place,
transferring was not an attractive offer. However a week after the Board
decision Steve Hatton again visited Yulara and CCNT officers were all
offered alternative jobs in other Territory parks. Two CCNT rangers did
transfer but clearly the majority of the 16 CCNT rangers in the Park, chose
to remain with the Territory service.91 There was some suggestion a
CCNT service would be established for the "Petermann District" from the
former Uluru rangers, however it was a proposal which had little hope of

88

Ovington to Thomas, 12.5.86, ANCA File No 16.3.2. "Uluru National Park Management", ANCA, U l u ru.
89 Hatton to Hawke, May 1985, ANCA File "Uluru National Park", ANCA,
Darwin.
9 0 see Territory Extra 28.4.86, Transcript, P.C. File N o 85/200B; also C.A 30
April 1986, 2 May 1 986
9 1 There are of course allegations of political pressure being placed on
CCNT rangers not to "defect". Chip Morgan says Hatton's offer of jobs
elsewhere involved pay increases and promotions, while Ross Johnston
says they were also told things like "what do you want to transfer for . . we'll
have it back in
a couple of years". Chip Morgan, 1 8 .9.94; Ross Johnston,
20. 1 0.94.
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eventuating, given the Petermann lands in question were all Aboriginal
freehold title. 92
By May 1986 then, the Northern Territory Government's political rejection

of the Commonwealth handback of Uluru National Park had been

mirrored in the Conservation Commission's rejection of any management
role which involved Territory staff taking directions from Commonwealth
officers. It is perhaps not surprising that management arrangements
would come to reflect the political agenda of the Territory Government,
however the attempts of Territory officers to negotiate a continuing role
for the Conservation Commission in the Park, indicates issues were not
quite as clear cut on the ground as they appeared to politicians intent on
protecting political ideology. Attempts to separate the issue of title from
that of management only succeeded in highlighting the ultimate
impossibility of the Territory Government distinguishing a role in the
Park from the politics of its wider constitutional and electoral agenda. Of
course the same sentiments worked in reverse, perhaps even more
effectively against the Commission

-

Anangu and their advisers, on the

receiving end of the Territory Government's political agenda, found it also
impossible to separate the Commission from the public posturing of its
Government. The story of the struggle for control of the Park as a physical
entity, rather than as an abstracted political principal, provides a precise
illustration of the incompatibility of the CLP and Commonwealth
priorities for the area, but as well it demonstrates the personal
consequences engendered by Government hostility.

92 Memo, Susan Woenne-Green to Yami Lester (undated), P.C. File No
86/103B "Uiuru Park Plan of Management".
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CHAPTER

3:

THE PUBLIC TERRITORY

If you scratched the surface, 70% of Australia - if allowed to have a secret
ballot - wouldn't vote for the local Aborigines ... I'd lay money on it. I

In the Territory Government's battle with the Commonwealth and Anangu
over the handback of Uluru, its greatest weapon was public opinion. As
Everingham himself was fond of stating, "you have to shout pretty loud to be
heard in Canberra "2 and both he and his successor, Ian Tuxworth, took their
case to "the public" rather than to the negotiating table. As the political
debate generated by the issue of title demonstrated, The Rock was (and is) an
emotive symbol in Australian culture and questions about its ownership
tapped into layers of meaning which involved questions of anglo-Australian
identity, sovereignty and rights to land. In the course of the Territory
Government's campaign, those issues were put before two very different
audiences - one in the Northern Territory with five years of Commonwealth
Land Rights experience behind them, the other in "middle Australia", in the
throes of a debate over what Land Rights should mean outside the Territory.
The response of the national audience was no less Territorial than that of the
Northern Territory, indicating that as much as southern journalists and
politicians liked the idea of the Northern Territory as a red-neck anomaly,
issues of Aboriginal rights to land were deeply discomforting to the majority
of non-Aboriginal Australians. There is of course a need, in determining the
response of the various publics to the Territory Government's campaign, to
attempt to separate rhetoric from reality. In a highly politicised issue, the
public were no less trapped by polarised Territory/Commonwealth agendas
than Anangu, and public opinion as a political tool is not necessarily an
accurate account of public sentiment. Rather the record becomes an
amalgamation of political strategies and media interpretation which it is
necessary to attempt to get beneath in considering the success of the Territory
government in persuading "Territorians" and "Australians" to oppose the
handback of Uluru to Anangu.

I
2

Paul Everingham, 30.8.94.
Paul Everingham, Territory Tracks, ABC Television, Darwin, 22. 1 0.84.
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Paul Everingham's reaction to the announcement of the handback of Uluru
in November 1983 not only set the agenda for the ensuing political debate, it
also determined the context witl·tin which the handback was communicated
to the wider public. As discussed in Chapter 1, the Federal ALP's plans for an
orchestrated announcement of the handback were, it seems, bungled and
consequently what was intended to be understood as an
historic decision and ... a measure of the willingness of this
Gove;nment on behalf of the A ustralian people, to recognise the
just and legitimate claims of a people who have been disposed of
their land,3
was just as widely reported as a "kick in the teeth" 4 for the Northern
Territory.

While the handback made front page news around Australia,

Everingham's reaction determined its dominant presentation as a
controversy, irrespective of the editorial line of the different publications.5
When he called a Northern Territory election just two days after Hawke's
announcement, Everingham effectively pre-empted any national debate on
the merit or otherwise of the handback on its own terms. Rather the CLP
seized on the issue and the handback became an event belonging to the
Northern Territory, and Northern Territory residents became the first public
to express a measurable opinion on the meaning of the Commonwealth's
"historic gesture".6
The opinion of the Territory public was of course most significantly recorded
in The CLP's comprehensive 1983 election victory. In a landslide result, a
3

"Aborigines win Ayers Rock", The Age, 1 2 November 1983.

4 Paul Everingham, quoted i n "Aborigines win Ayers Rock", The Age, 1 2
November 1 983. See also The Australian. The Mercury. The Courier MaiI. The
Sydney Morning HeraldCSMH). The West Australian. The Adelaide Advertiser
and The Northern Territory NewsCNTN) of the same date.

5

The reporting of the handback on the day the story broke on 1 2 November
1 983 ranged from the restraint of The Age or The Australian, who respectively
and "Ayers Rock goes
reported the handback as "Aborigines Win Ayers Rock"
back to Aborigines"
to the approach of The Advertiser: "Blacks get Ayers Rock
Undoubtedly the least
back" or The Mercury: "Blacks get Ayers Rock".
restrained of all responses was that of the N T N , which headlined "Rock Shock!
Hawke gives Uluru Park to Aborigines".
See Appendix 5 .

6

"Aborigines w i n Ayers Rock", The Age, 1 2 November 1983.
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15% swing gave Paul Everingham's Government 19 of 25 seats in a newly
expanded Territory Legislative Assembly and consigned the Territory ALP to
a "decade in opposition . . . from which we have never recovered " . ?

It was not

however an "across the board" endorsement. Rather the CLP received the
overwhelming majority of the urban, predominantly non-Aboriginal
electorate's votes, while rural, Aboriginal electorates endorsed the ALP, with
a 5 % swing which delivered 4 of 5 seats. As election analysts have noted
little study had been completed of votes of remote Aboriginal peoples in the
Territory and on this basis it is difficult to discuss their votes as accurately as
that of the urban community.& Aside from cultural and geographic factors
which allow little common ground in comparing the two electorates, remote
areas did not receive television and rarely radio and newspapers, and for
many people English would not have been understood anyway, as either a
second or a third language. On this basis it is reasonable to assume in a short
campaign, rural Aboriginal votes were less influenced by the parties
particular 1983 campaigning strategies and more influenced by local
assessment of the merit of candidates and party platforms.9 The other side of
the coin is of course the public on the receiving end of campaigning,
advertising and media output - and consequently the subject of this
discussion - was urban and predominantly non-Aboriginal.

tO

That the urban electorate responded to the particular issues o f the 1983
campaign is of course evidenced in the swing, which saw the CLP not only
increase its percentage of the vote in traditional stronghold electorates like
those of Alice Springs, but the ALP lose urban seats with sitting members

7
8

Bob Collins, 1 6 . 9.94.
See Loveday, P., Saunders, W. in A landslide election,. pp 55-68.

9 i.tU.Q.
I0

Both parties pursued quite di fferent strategies in the bush electorates.
See
Gerritsen in A landslide electjon,.pp 3 1 - 4 1 . Also see Appendix 2 for CLP
brochure designed for an Aboriginal electorate.
Bob Collins accused the CLP
o f "dirty tricks" i n the predominantly Aboriginal electorate of Arafura over a
brochure distributed by the CLP to Aboriginal voters in Kakadu National Park
which stated " big numbers of tourists the Labor party is planning to put in
big hotels in the park under balanda control w i l l destroy Aboriginal self
determination and take away their control of Kakadu and the CLP is not going
to allow that to happen" . ABC News, ABC Television, Darwin, 1 . 12.83.

6 1

who were perceived as popular and effective in their electorates. I I From the
moment Everingham announced an election on the back of the
announcement of the handback of Uluru, virtually all the political pundits with one notable exception - saw the result as a forgone conclusion. The
metaphor of the Rock with its spoken/ unspoken epitaph "they took it away
from us . . . and gave it to them " was widely understood, it seems, as a potent
metaphor for urban voters in the Territory.

"Us" and "Them" were, of

course, evolutionary Territory social characteristics, which had roots in the
Territory's political evolution as well as its particular history of European
invasion, which unlike the bulk of urban Australia, had never managed to
remove the reminders of its pre-contact Aboriginal landscape. l 2 What is
perhaps even more peculiar to the Northern Territory electorate however is
their perseverance in an urban population which had mostly arrived since
1974 and which at the time of the handback was still turning over 20%
between elections. 1 3
In the politicised "them" and "us" constructed by the CLP, the electorate were
offered two distinct constructions within which to place the handback - that of
Canberra interference and the other of land rights. While the two were not
exclusive of each other, their saliency in the electorate required a different
construction of "us" in order to make sense of the opposition and the nature
of the "threat" they posed.

In both cases that construction of "us" had to

have meaning for an urban electorate to be politically effective. For people to
(go) "off their Jaces " , l 4 (be)"outraged" and "appalled", l 5 "generally hostile" 1 6
and "dead against i t " , l 7 the Commonwealth Government's action had to
strike a chord with the electorate which enabled the Everingham

Gove rnment to make the political capital it did. That chord was of course a
I

I The ALP lost Pam O'Neill in Fannie Bay and June D'Rozario in Sanderson. As
well, Dawn Lawrie, who had held Nightcliff as an Independent for 1 2 years,
lost her seat to CLP newcomer Steve Hatton. Bob Collins, 16.9.94; Neil Bell,
1 5 .9.94; Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94.
I2
13
14
15
16

17

Dewar, "In Search ... " pp283/4.
See Jaensch in A Landslide Election ...
B o b Collins, 1 6.9.94.
Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94.
Phillip Toyne, 1 0.9.94.
Paul Everingham, 30.8.94.
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real and imagined sense of "difference" experienced by urban residents which
the CLP so successfully exploited as "Territorian".
The sense of difference was based in a number of demographic, geographic
and economic realities of urban life in the Territory. As a largely colonial
legislature until the 1970s, the Northern Territory and its urban population
were concerned with issues overcome in the States more than one hundred
years earlier - no rail, no sealed roads, no educational opportunities and
health, housing and social concerns resulting from geographic isolation. I &
The existing urban population base concentrated in Darwin was largely wiped
out by a cyclone in 1974 but it was followed by an influx of people attracted by
large amounts of money invested in Darwin's reconstruction. When
surveyed in 1982, these people, fewer than one in ten of whom was born in
the Territory, believed the Territory was different to the place which they had
left behind - more open, with fewer barriers to social mobility, less conformity
and more opportunity for enterprising people to "come up in the world". l 9
A substantial minority identified themselves firstly as "Territorian" rather
than "Australian" while many had changed their voting habits in the
Territory context.20

While this sense of localism was encouraged, as we have

seen, by the aggressive parochialism of the CLP Government, it is also true
anglo-Australians brought with them the expectation of difference, created by
the predominance of "the Territory" in Australian cultural mythology.
Portrayed as an idealised frontier in popular fiction, photography and
tourism, those who inhabited it were accredited with the idealised virtues of
pioneers - independence, enterprise and egalitarianism - the very same
values which in the 1980s were defining an urban Territorian's sense of
place.21 At the same time the frontier expectation of difference was
reinforced by experience - not only of isolation but of an ever present
geographic/ racial divide. In 1982, almost 80% of the non-Aboriginal
population live in 5 urban centres, while over 80% of Aboriginal people lived
1 8 Jaensch, D., Loveday, P., (eds) Terri t orians or Mobile Australians?
Australian National University North Australia Research Unit, Casuarina,
p2.

I 9 ibid pp 3-4.
2 0 i b i d pp 89-106.
2 1 Dewar, "In Search ... " pp 283-284; McGrath, "Travels to a Distant Past...";
"The Journey out to the Centre .
Marcus,
,

. ."
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1 983,

in non-urban areas.22 Media, politics and Government bureaucracies were
located in non-Aboriginal centres, while information, communication and
government services were somewhat sporadic in getting "out" into the
Aboriginal landscape.
The Commonwealth's Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act only
served to re-inforce the frontier geography, as in a frantic first five years of the
Act, around 46% of the Territory was put under claim, most of it, as

legislatively required, "out there", unalienated and beyond the boundaries of
the vast majority of non-Aboriginal experience. In a region where the bulk of
the non-Aboriginal population had virtually no social contact with
Aboriginal people or reason to visit areas of land under claim by Aboriginal
people, land claims had meaning only in terms of their combined bulk when
shaded on a map, or when Aboriginal owners exerting their rights conflicted
with non-Aboriginal land use, as in claims on public purpose lands, National
parks and pastoral properties.23 In such cases, the non-Aboriginal reaction
was generally hostile, with sections of the community regarding itself as
under siege,24 feeling that Aboriginal people had "too much",25 a
government which argued that community economic and social well-being
was under threat26 and an extreme right wing minority arguing it was all a
communist plot. 27 At the same time, Aboriginal Land Councils and the
National Aboriginal Congress, non-Aboriginal advisers and sympathisers
attempted to counter what was perceived as a non-Aboriginal ignorance of
the basis for Aboriginal royalties, the permit system, sacred sights, land claims
and Government benefits.28
22

Jaensch, D., Loveday, P . , (eds) Territori ans or Mobile Australians?. p8.
Australian Bureau of Statistics, Darwin, 1 6 . 8 . 94.

23
24

See Appendix

25
26

Meredith Cambell, lv'd Suzanne Gibson, Alice Springs,

Also

4.

See for example the CA, 4&5 November 1 982 or the NTN 2 March 1978 or T h i s
Day Tonight, ABC Television, Sydney, 28.5.78.
1 1 .8.94.

See NTN 22 March 1 979 Paul Everingham, "A Question of Balance", address to
National Press Club, July 1982; "Land Rights is not a Black and White Issue",
Northern Territory Government.

27 Me Donald, G., Red over Black. Veritas Publishing, Bul lsbrook W.A., 1982; See
also CA 1 5 September 1 982.

28 Budden, C., The Myths of Northern Australia, The Board of Church and
Community Northern Synod of the Uniting Church i n Australia, September
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Consequently, it is hardly surprising in the Territory electorate by 1982, most
urban voters saw Aboriginal issues as the major problem facing the Territory,
over and above such issues as the cost of living, housing or economic
policy.29 It was also not surprisingly a feeling more intense in centres like
Alice Springs, Katherine and Tennant Creek, which were as smaller - and in
the case of Katherine and Alice Springs growing - non Aboriginal
communities in remote areas, in the thick of land claim activity.30 In an
environment where Aboriginal business occupied the overwhelming
majority of Government legislative activity, it was perceived as a significant
difference between the two key political parties,

31

and where up to 72% of

some electorates (including 48% of ALP voters) believed Aboriginal Land
Councils had too much influence on Territory politics,3 2 clearly the CLP's
sustained political campaign for changes to the Land Rights Act reflected not
only their own land management agenda but a broad based sentiment,
expressed with varying degrees of vehemence, by a large proportion of
Territory constituents.
Against this social backdrop, the campaign of the CLP and its success can be
better understood. In a place where geography mirrored a philosophical and
cultural divide and where Commonwealth sponsorship had enabled a
minority to enforce their rights in the face of majority opposition, then talk of
"us" and "them" was meaningful. In the Territory, the announcement of the
handback was neither novel nor historic but rather fitted into a number of
existing contexts, understood and re-inforced but not invented by the CLP.
The image of Ayers Rock was in the urban electorate a symbol of arbitrary
Canberra decisions, coming as i t did after decisions on the railway and
uranium mining. It was as well, a symbol of Commonwealth arrogance,
made as it was without consultation with the Territory government and a
symbol of Land Rights gone too far, granted as it was after a land claim had
1 983. This text is an updated version of a booklet of the same title written and
published in 1978; NAC Chair Vince Forrestor in C A & N T N 6 August 1982;
Meredith Cambell, 1 1 . 8.94

2 9 Jaensch, D., Loveday, P., (eds) Territorians
3 0 ibid p8 1 , 9 1 .
3 1 i b i d pp 89-92
3 2 i b i d p 1 38.
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or Mobile Australians?. p80.

been unsuccessful. It was also a symbol of Aboriginal people getting
something as speciat based as it was on the recognition that Anangu had an
inherent and inalienable right to land.

An image of Uluru emblazoned with

the words "Vote 1 Everingham" "said it al/"33 but just as importantly said
nothing, enabling affiliation with the voter who identified with uranium as a
key issue in the election, as well as one who would abuse the leader of the
opposition in the street for his party's support of "blacks" .34

This subtlety

was an indicator of the expertise with which the CLP managed its appeal to
the urban electorate, for while the observers of the election may have
focussed on the handback as a black/white issue, the electorate's reaction was
more complex than this would indicate.
Understandably for those in the thick of the political scene at the time of the
handback, the public reaction would perhaps have been at its most extreme.
Those who remember the reaction to the handback as being "the most intense

expression of anti-aboriginal sentiment "35 and a "black backlash " 3 6 were, as

ALP politicians or Aboriginal advisers, in a position where they were exposed
to the latent racism which undoubtedly existed in the Territory urban
community.

A "joke" map of Ayers Rock marked with "Pu n ch -Up Rock",

"Gin Bash Rock",

"Flagon Dump" a "Welfare Office " and a voting booth

("ALP only), which was printed and distributed in Alice Springs attests to
that,37 as does the personal abuse endured by the Leader of the Opposition)&
The idea of a " hysterical "39 public reaction is also no doubt a reflection of the
politicking of Everingham, with his relentless Canberra-bashing, aided and
abetted by the genuine hysteria of the Northern Territory News, which
headlined the announcement with "Rock Shock! Hawke gives Uluru Park to
Aborigines", with Clyde Holdings head superimposed over a photo of Uluru

33
34

Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94. See also Appendix I .
Bob Collins, 1 6.9.94.

35 i b i d .

3 6 Phillip Toyne, 10.9.94.
3 7 Courier Mail, The Age 1 8
3 8 Bob Collins maintains he

November 1983; See also Appendix

5

was abused in the streets and pubs of Darwin, and
talkback callers to radio programs made derogatory references to h i s
Aboriginal wife during the campaign.

39

Bell 1 5 .9.94; Toyne, 10.9.94; Holding, 30.8.94.
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and you thought Ayers Rock was red? ".40 The Centralian
Advocate, in 1983, also came out in support of the CLP, with its cartoonist
with the caption" .

.

.

Peverill maintaining a graphic opposition to both the handback and the
ALP.41 This however has to be balanced against the coverage of ABC radio
and television, what remains of which shows a distinct attempt to avoid
hysteria.4 2 Commercial Television did not have a local news service and
with no ratings figures available, it is possible only to speculate on the
relative influence of the Murdoch print versus the ABC electronic media. If
present day reach is an indicator, a greater influence would have to be
attributed to the NT News over the ABC. There were also two smaller
Darwin papers, The Darwin Star and The Advertiser, of which the Star in
particular, was critical of CLP ca!npaigning.
Letters to the editor, as indicator of public sentiment, belie the idea of
widespread racial hysteria after the announcement of the handback. In Alice
Springs, where the town's background of anti-Land Rights, pro-Territorian
sentiment, as well as its proximity to the Rock, would lead to expectations
that the handback would be particularly controversial, letters show an
overwhelming obsession with the Pine Gap women's Peace Camp, to the
virtual exclusion of any mention of Uluru.43 In Darwin, the issue of
uranium, somewhat less surprisingly, is by far the more controversial subject
for writers.44 Of course the record of talk-back radio might have contained
more evidence of public reaction which supports recollections of widespread
outrage and hostility, however the recall of an Alice Springs broadcaster
substantiates the evidence of the paper.45 What this seems to indicate is that
the Territory electorate, like most others, had identifiable and visible "left"
and "right" support bases, which perhaps unlike other electorates, were
transparently grounded in issues of race.

What is also perhaps less visible or

identifiable is the urban "in between", who were not wholeheartedly

40 N T N , 1 2 November 1 983. See Appendix 5.
41 See C A 1 6/23 November 1 9 8 3 . See Appendix 5 .
4 2 I n 1983, ABC Television produced a local news
Current Affairs program Territory

43
44
45

Tracks.

See C . A , November/December

1 983.

See N T N

1 983.

November/December

Meredith Cambell, 1 4.8.94.
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service, a s well as a television

supportive of either position. The handback may not have been the major
issue for them, and certainly ALP polling prior to the election indicated in
Darwin, the major urban centre, uranium was a more important factor.46
However while these people don't talk about race as an issue in their voting
or their party support, polling of the same electorate indicates "Aboriginal
issues" are seen as the major political issue in the Territory.47
In the middle ground, as the CLP realised,48 while urban people may express
concerns on Aboriginal issues, the majority will not express their personal
views publicly - they may even disguise them when asked - they certainly
don't write to the papers about them, but to say they don't consider them
when they vote is clearly inconsistent with both the election result and the
experience of people on the ground.49 Thus the symbol of Ayers Rock, the
background - literally - to election advertisements and the dominant image of
the 1983 election, was an ever present reminder of the unspoken background
of "them" and "us" inherent in the construction of the Aboriginal issue.
That is not to say it was the only factor in determining why the middle
ground of the urban Territory electorate swung with the CLP's campaign.
The CLP had a strong and popular leader, it had a history to its relations with
Canberra and it had a sense of its own identity which could be aroused by
anthemic messages urging people "to stand up for your Rights ".50 However
the ever present reality was of course that the rights in question were based
on those of an urban, non-Aboriginal majority, many of whom had moved to
the Territory "to better themselves ",5l who had little knowledge of or contact
with Aboriginal people (other than seeing them in the streets) and who

46 Gerritsen in A landslide election ... p40
4 7 Jaensch, D., Loveday, P., (eds) Territorians or Mobile Australians?, pp 80-81
4 8 Paul Everingham compared it to QLD where when polled only about 1 5% of
,

the population will say they vote
consistently polls over 30% - it is
Nationals, like it is unfashionable
Everingham, 30.8.94.
4 9 Jaensch, D., Loveday, P., (eds)
Collins 16.9.94; Tuxworth 28.8.94;
I 0.9.94; Cambell I 0.8.94.

50
51

CLP Election launch,

.

for the National party, yet the party
unfashionable
to say you vote for the
to say you don't support Land Rights.

Paul

Territorians or Mobile Australians?. p 8 1 ;
Everingham 30.9.94; Bell 1 5 .9.94; Toyne

1983, videorecording, CLP, Darwin.

Jaensch, D., Loveday, P., (eds) Territorians
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or

Mobile Australians?. p 3.

consequently could be easily convinced that Aboriginal inalienable title to
land was a threat.52
As the election results reveal, the handback of Uluru in a short and frantic
campaign was an issue around which the urban population rallied, however
in the longer term, the same sense of political outrage was more difficult to
maintain. From 1984, the threats to tourism or access, required for opposition
to the handback to have any meaning other than pure racism, failed to
eventuate. Public sentiment was aroused by Anangu bans on commercial
filming or by CCNT rangers being "kicked out " of the Park, but in essence the
issue lost much of its priority in a Territory electorate which for the first time,
was beginning to express concerns with the CLP's economic management.
While a CLP anti-Canberra campaign got Everingham into Federal
parliament in November 1984, it was considered an unremarkable result.53
With the departure of Everingham, the new Tuxworth Government, as
discussed, were intent on pursuing the Federal Government over
management arrangements for the Park rather than pursuing an attack on
Aboriginal ownership. Without an election and the simplicity of "them" and
"us", the handback as an issue oi public concern was submerged in
parliamentary politicking until immediately before the handback. When the
CLP did move away from attempts to accommodate Aboriginal ownership in
September 1985 and adopt a position of unequivocal opposition to Aboriginal
ownership of the Rock, it sought public support not from "Territorians" but
from "Australians". In doing so they sought the support not of a public to
which the handback contained a number of particular meanings but of a
public to which the handback had only one - should Anangu own a site of
non-Aboriginal significance.

As a result, the public debate engendered by the

Territory Government's campaign, as well as the campaign itself, were less
subtle than that evidenced in the Territory.

52
53

Neil Bell, 1 5 .9.94.

The result was close, with Everingham defeating the ALP candidate John
Reeves 28, 747 to 27, 1 94 in a result which commentators noted was
Everingham winning back a seat the ALP was never expected to hold in the
first place, largely on the basis of his personal popularity.
See T e r r i tory
Tracks 1 3 . 1 2.84.
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The ability of the Northern Territory Government to exploit a national
concern over the handback, was greatly strengthened by a debate over
National Land Rights which ran virtually parallel with the announcement,
negotiation, handback ceremony timeline for the transfer of title to Uluru.
This debate which began with Clyde Holding announcing in December 1983
that the Federal Government would move to enact National Land Rights
legislation, gained added impetus with intense public lobbying in Western
Australia, led by mining companies, against Land Rights in that state. From
Land Rights as an issue defined by far off conflicts between miners and
Aborigines in the "out of sight out of mind" Northern Territory, Aboriginal
rights to land moved into the space of "middle Australia". When the Federal
Government in the face of intense pressure from 6 state ALP Government's
backed away from its commitment in 1984, prolonged Aboriginal protests
kept the issue alive. In 1985 there were Aboriginal protest marches to
Canberra, "occupations" of Clyde Holding's office and booklets, videos and
press conference's about Uniform Land Rights, in which Territory Land
Councils played a major part.54 In the midst of it all was the handback of
Uluru, a symbol of Aboriginal encroachment or ALP tokenism, depending on
where one stood on the issue.
The reaction of the Australian public in the period from 1983 to 1986 was, in a
sense, the reverse of the reaction in the Northern Territory. In the Territory,
public response peaked with the announcement of the handback and
subsequent Ayers Rock election campaign in November 1983 and would not
regain the same mass appeal again in the lead up to the handback. Certainly
by October 1985, Tuxworth's campaign has nothing like the unwavering
support Everingham commanded in the Territory, either amongst the print

54 What Land Councils called the largest Aboriginal protest march ever, was
held in May 1 985 at the same time as the Parliamentary debate over the
amendments to the Land Rights Act to bring the handback of U l uru into effect.
When protesters occupied his office on the 16th May, Holding i s reported to
have asked them to leave for him and when they failed to do so he asked them
to do so "for the traditional owners of Uluru", whose future was being decided
in that days parliamentary debate. See CPO 16&20.5.85. See also Central,
Northern and Tiwi Land Council Our Land Js Our Life- The Land Rights
Struggle i n 1 985, v i deorecording commissioned by the Tiwi, Northern and
Central Land Councils, 1 985, which was launched at the handback ceremony.
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media or on the streets.55 This is not to say that the Territory public widely
approved of the handback, as there is insufficient evidence for this, however
there is evidence they disapproved of his spending "their" money to tour
Australia for a campaign which they, of all the people in Australia, knew was
futile. In contrast, nationally the announcement of the handback in
November 1983, as mentioned earlier, was submerged in the issue of a
Northern Territory election and it was not until the approach of the handback
that the issue became a high profile national debate. Again the letters
columns evidence a surprising lack of public outcry over the issue and what
is recorded is split for and against. However, as in the case of the Territory,
polling provides a different story. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Labor party
polling conducted in every state in the midst of the National Land Rights
debate showed 85% of the people asked did not approve of land rights. While
in the 85%, 24% were strongly opposed while the remaining 61% professed a
qualified opposition, it was a telling indicator of the sentiment of "middle
Australia" toward the recognition of inalienable Aboriginal rights.56
While the ALP were shocked at the figures revealed in their survey, in
negotiating the handback there was always a realisation that the issue would
need to be carefully "managed" in order to control its impact on the non
Aboriginal population. Uluru was, and is, unarguably a unique place in
Australian cultural mythology. Geographically near the centre of the
continent, an incredible natural monument in an enormous and beautiful
landscape, Ayers Rock and the journey to it are part of an Australian cultural
repertoire.57 The dead heart, the red centre, the Rock and the outback
represent to an overwhelmingly urban population, something identifiably
Australian and as evidenced many times in the media and parliamentary
debates over the handback, Ayers Rock and a genuine sense of non55

See Midweek Territorjan Poll, 9 October 1985; also C A editorials 8/25 October
1 985; NTN "The great Rock hijack nightmare", I 0 October 1985; Editorial I I
October 1 985 (reprinted from The Australian).

56

The Poll was commissioned by the department of Aboriginal Affairs early 1 n
1985, but as Holding "sat o n it", it's results were not revealed until i t was leaked
to The Australian in late August. See "Few Support Land Rights" in The
Australi an. 28 August 1985.

57

See Marcus, J., "The Journey Out to the Centre... " . See also Whittaker, E.,
"Public Discourse on Sacredness: the Transfer of Ayers Rock to Aboriginal
ownership" in American Ethnologi st 2 1 (2), 1 994, pp3 1 0-334.
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Aboriginal attachment to it, is regarded as proof of "our " belonging, in the
face of another culture which evolved uniquely in this place. As Coalition
Aboriginal Affairs spokesman Shipton told the House in May 1985, the Rock
was more important to white Australians than Aborigines because "The Rock
is part of the emotions of most Australians. It is part of our psyche, because
A ustralians feel deeply about it and love it. "5 8
As such, the handover of Ayers Rock to Anangu was designed to be
meaningful. It was a historic

gesture, which as the Hawke government

knew, would not be approved by all "Australians".

While in 1983 the

announcement of the decision was botched, enabling Everingham to harness
fears, frustrations and opposition in the Territory electorate, in 1985 the
Territory Government did not have such a clear run at the 'Australian
public". The Commonwealth/ Anangu partnership, by this time, had time to
prepare a counter-attack in the battle for the support of the public.
The A nangu strategy commenced well in advance of the Territory
Government's October campaign. In June 1985 Phillip Toyne was appointed
by the Muti�ulu community to co-ordinate the hand-over. In July a Public
Relation strategy was discussed with the Department of Aboriginal Affairs
and by August a plan of action had been agreed upon by Anangu , public
relations consultants and Departmental officers.59 The key to the plan it
appears was an informed media and the strategy involved "low-key" media
briefings in Melbourne, Sydney, Alice Spring and Darwin from early in
October on the basis that
this would not only help to endure the propriety on the day, but
would be the first shot in what must be a continuing dialogue
between the Aboriginal commun ity and senior journalists in the
"middle Aus tralia " population centres ". 6 0
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CPO 16/17.5.85. See also CPO 20.5.85 and Whittaker, E., "Public Discourse
for a reading of media constructions of Ayers Rock as a sacred place for White
A u s t ra l i a n s .

59 Telex, Uluru to Wilder (DAA), 1 8.6.85; "Plan o f Action for the Uluru Handover
Ceremony arranged for 26.10,85.", 28.8.85, ANCA File No 1 . 1 . 1 0 "Aboriginal
matters H/0 Ceremony", ANCA, Uluru.
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"Plan of Action for the U1uru Handover Ceremony arranged for 26.1 0.85"
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In a clear attempt to counter arguments the handback was a "threat" to non
Aboriginal attachment to the Rock, the strategy also recommended media
briefing kits for distribution on the day, which detailed the background to
Uluru National Park (including the title negotiations), its significance to all
Australians, Aboriginal cultural associations and European historical
association. As well, as many major news organisations were to be invited as
possible, which would have the additional benefit of making the news media
aware of the ceremony.61 Perhaps the greatest public relations coup however,
was inviting the Governor General to officiate at the ceremony.62 While
Holding's invitation to Sir Ninian Steven was criticised by Conservative
politicians opposing the handback - Everingham and Tuxworth included - the
office of Governor General was beyond the reach of party manipulation.63
However at the same time, there was unmistakable significance in the
representative of British monarchy, in whose name the dispossession of
Aboriginal people had been justified, handing back The Rock to Aboriginal
control.
Thus when Tuxworth announced his National campaign "to combat the
handover of Ayers Rock",64 he had a well informed media to contend with.
His national tour was not huge news, although it was generally covered in
the city in which he was speaking. 65 His position was usually greeted with a
degree of scepticism by journalists, which it seems was partly because of the
inconsistency of his stance. ln press club addresses he argued the issue for the
Northern Territory Government was about states rights, however full page
Territory Government print advertisements, which ran nationally with the
message "Ayers Rock Belongs to All Australians! (and always has)", told
another story. The claim in the advertisements that Katherine Gorge or the
Great Barrier Reef could be next or that people would have to pay to see Ayers
.i..b.i.{L also Ayers Rock Handover Ceremony Media Invitation List 28.8.85 and
Acceptance List, 1 6. 1 0.85, ANCA File No 1 . 1 . 1 0 "Aboriginal matters H/0
Ceremony", ANCA, Uluru.
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62 Bob Collins, 1 6 . 9.94.

63see N T N 3 September, 8
64 Ian Tuxworth, quoted in
6 5 For example p 34 in the

October 1985.
.s.M..H.. 8 October 1 985

W A; p 1 8 i n the S M H . Although there was some
interest i n Tuxworth himself, with profiles in both the SMH and the
A d v e r t i s e r.
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Rock were picked up very quickly as scare mongering. A major part of the
Tuxworth argument, that there were no traditional owners for the Rock, was
virtually ignored in the print media, suggesting perhaps that the information
strategies of the Anangu had been successful. The Northern Territory
Government went to the time and expense of printing a booklet which
outlined their opposition to the handback in terms of its National Parks, Land
Rights, State's rights and pubic interest implications - under the somewhat

melodramatic title of "Uluru - a National Park >for All Australians or a
National Tragedy? " 66 - but it seems for the majority of print journalists

outside the Territory, the Territory Government's constitutional agenda was
not the "story". What "the public" wanted to know was whether Aboriginal
ownership meant anything would change - and the reality was, as the
Territory Government knew, for the rest of Australia nothing would.67
This is not to say that Tuxworth was not successful in raising public concern
over the handback. While much of his media was talk-back radio and chat
television, of which there is little record, incidental evidence suggests he
received support from the public.68 A hastily organised tour of Anangu
representatives to Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra evidences the concerns of
the community and its advisers that Tuxworth's actions threatened their
agenda leading up to the handback.69 While to call the public sparring a
propaganda war is to belittle the absolute belief of both camps

in

the justness

of their position, it is nonetheless a useful analogy in terms of their
objectives. Both presented information selectively to the public in the quest
for "middle Australia" and both sides had strengths and weaknesses. For
Tuxworth, his greatest asset was public ignorance about the nature of the
handback and any real understanding of the attachment of Anangu to the
Rock, a small part of a much greater ignorance amongst people who for the
most part, had even less contact with Aboriginal people than the Territory
urban population. As well there was the underlying and widespread
- a National Park for All Australians or a National Tragedy?,
Government Printer of the Northern Territory, 1985. See Appendix 3
66

Uluru

67

Ian Tuxworth admits most of the people visiting Uluru now wouldn't know
who owned it or care. Ian Tuxworth, 28.8.94.

68

See NTN 9 / 1 0 October 1985; Holding 30.8.94; Collins 1 6.9.94.

69 Toyne to Bradshaw, Ross and Johnston, 8 . 1 0.85, Pitjantjatjara Council File No
85/61 B

"Ayers Rock Title Negotiations".
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rejection of Land Rights and the emotive simplicity of the slogan "Ayers Rock
for all A ustralians".

Of course his biggest problem was convincing people

who had already accepted that Ayers Rock belonged to all Australians, why
the Territory Government had any claim to it at all, at which he failed
dismally. A national survey after the handback found while 68% of people
opposed it, only 7.3 % considered national heritage features should belong to
the people in a particular state or Territory.?O
For Annngu their major problem, of course, was widespread opposition to
land rights. As a people in a very remote area, with little communication
with the outside world and to whom English was at best a third or fourth
language, Anangu at Muti�ulu were ill-equipped to participate in a non
Aboriginal, highly politicised debate.7 1 As a result they had been, since the
initial announcement in 1983, rarely seen or heard, instead relying on
advisers to mediate between them, politicians and the media in the debate
over the handback.72 Their absence assisted the Territory Government's
claims that the Mutijulu Community were manipulated by "white
advisers"73 or claims they were not the "real" owners of the Rock, both of
which were circulated in the Parliamentary and public debate.74 Their
greatest strength was of course the simplicity of their intention, which had
not changed from 1977, which was to own the Park, have their culture
respected and make tourists aware of it.

Recognising this, advisers urged the

Commonwealth to sponsor a tour of Anangu to major population centres to
counteract the Tuxworth's campaign. The Commonwealth agreed and
70
7I

Reported in CA.

II

November 1 985.

The Commun ity th roughout the period under discussion were connected to
the outside world by a radio telephone only - no television, no radio and an
occasional (late) newspaper .

72

Ross Johnston, community adviser from January 1 9 84, says media inquiries
were incessant, and came from all over the world. Johnston, 20.9.94.

73

See Everingham s media statements of 14.3.85; 17.3.85 and 1 6 - 1 7.3.85.
also the transc ript of the defamation case which resulted from these
statements.
Toyne/Johnston v Everingham, SC No's 272 & 44 1 1 1 985.
'

See

See "Are we giving te Rock to the rights people ?
YES
say the Aborigines.
NO say the experts", The Weeken d Australian, 26.1 0.85. For an analysis of the
photog raphic image accompanying this story, see Stephen, A . , "Handbacks and
Photojournalism" i n Shiell, A. & Stephen, A., (eds) The Lie of the Land, pp 2224, "Ideas for Australia Program 1 99 1 -92" and the National Centre for
Australian Studies, Monash University, Melbourne, 1992.
See also CPO 20.5.85.
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Anangu visited Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra speaking to the press and
appearing on the main radio and television programs in each city, as had
Tuxworth. The presence of the "real" traditional owners, talking to "middle
Australia" was the most effective counter to scare mongering over the future
of the Park and their tour was favourably reported in the press, with no
speculation on Anangu integrity. Of course the ability of three Annngu ,
visiting three cities, to counteract a three hundred thousand dollar campaign
and a political debate which was gathering momentum as the handback
approached, was at best marginal. On the basis of scale alone, the Anangu
voices had little chance of competing with not only the Territory
Government's campaign, but as well, a widespread conservative political
boycott of the handback, led by the Federal Coalition. While the Federal
Government rejected a public awareness campaign on the Land Rights issue,
it did spend three hundred thousand dollars on the handover ceremony,
some of which went toward publicising the significance of Uluru to
A n angu . 1 5
With a starting point of 85% opposition to Land Rights, it is difficult to
ascertain the effectiveness of either campaign. While 68% against is a
significant majority, it is a lot less than 85% and given the emotive style of
the Territory campaign, as well as the depth of non-Aboriginal attachment to
Ayers Rock, the 18% difference is perhaps a significant indicator of Anangu
success in reaching the media as public information gatekeepers. Certainly
the record of print coverage in the lead up to the handover shows little
support for the "Ayers Rock for All Australians" argument and on the day
itself, at his Yulara Press Conference, Tuxworth was openly ridiculed when
he suggests that after sunset the chain will be taken down from the Rock.76
On the other hand, given the reporting of the handover had largely
discredited the idea that the handover posed a threat to tourism or indeed
would result in any changes to access to the Rock, it is significant that 68% of
people surveyed still opposed the handover. While it appears many
journalists were convinced of the merit of the handover, over two thirds of
K., "Government pays for v i sit bu Uluru group , The Age , 1 6 October
1985; McCue, F., "Rock campaign has Tux worth staggering" in N T N , I 0 October
1 98 5 .

75 Legge
76

,

"

Jan Tu x worth, Press Conference, Yulara, 2 6 . 1 0.85, ABC Television Archive.
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the public were not and that, as Tuxworth claimed, justified his campaign. It
seems the issue for the Australian public, no less than the Territory
Government, was an issue of principal and that principal was that Aboriginal
people should not own "Australian" heritage.
The question of the success or otherwise of the Territory Government in
arousing public opposition to the handback is in many ways a complex one.
Certainly in 1983 in the Northern Territory, the CLP was undeniably
successful in tapping into the meaning of the handback to its electorate and
positioning itself as the legitimate voice of urban non-Aboriginal protest. In
so doing it revealed its considerable understanding of its own support base, as
well as its ability to seize and interpret controversial events in a manner both
palatable to a cross section of the Territory public and in line with its own
political agenda. The CLP national campaign in 1985 relied on the same
formula of providing an interpretation of the handback which was presented
to its target population. Both campaigns relied heavily on the tactic of
encircling "us" together facing the threat from "them", which worked
somewhat paradoxically in that while it was familiarity with the issue which
made the campaign meaningful in the Territory, it was ignorance which
enabled it to circulate in "middle Australia". At the same time, the Territory
Government, under Tuxworth, failed to gain control of the public debate in
the manner achieved by Everingham. Thus while widespread public
opposition to the handback was generated by Territory Government led
opposition to the handback, it was not an opposition which promoted the
state's rights case of the Northern Territory, but rather one which evidenced a
widespread reluctance amongst Australians to recognise a unique and prior
Aboriginal right to land. Without wide scale rejection of Aboriginal rights,
and the resentment which legislative enforcement of these rights created,
Territory campaigning could not have operated in the manner they did. As
such, while the Territory Government must bear some responsibility for
hostility engendered by their campaigning, which they sought to harness
rather than combat, they cannot be held accountable for a residual sentiment
of one culture which had never admitted its theft of land.
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CONCLUSION

it doesn't matter where you go the fight is about land - it wasn't a 11asty fight, a
physical fight - it was people competing for land and some though they were
entitled to it and others didn't and that's what it was about. I

The Territory Government's campaign against the handback of Uluru, which
started with the Commonwealth Government's announcement in November
1983 that title to the Park would be returned to its traditional owners, was

based in a territorial opposition to Commonwealth intervention in Territory
land administration.

Land is power, resource and social space and, as such,

control of land is the basis of political and social autonomy. As this thesis
demonstrates, the territorial assertions of the CLP involved more than a
question of a control of the particular physical space of Uluru National Park although, as discussed in Chapter 2, the Park itself was certainly part of the
struggle. What was contested was as much the social and political meanings
attached to land, through which people understand and make sense of space
and their place in it, as it is the reality of the land itself. As such the handback
of a piece of land to Anangu,and the manner in which it was undertaken,
meant to the CLP a disregard of their authority as an elected legislature. At the
same time, the CLP's campaign of opposition was designed to make the
handback meaningful within parameters defined by its own ideology.

As a

result a territorial assertion such as the one undertaken by the Northern
Territory Government, can be seen as a political act which involves both
claiming the Park and claiming the community in whose name and interest
the assertion is justified. This process of identifying boundaries and
communicating them to a community of interest, as well as to outsiders, is
clearly evident in the behaviour of the Territory Government as discussed in
Chapters 1, 2 and 3.
The territorial assertion is also importantly, as argued, an expression in time of
attitudes and values to land. This thesis places the territorial assertions of the
Northern Territory Government at the co-incidence of two historic moments a bi-partisan Commonwealth commitment to legislate for the recognition of
I

Ian

Tux worth,

28.8.94.
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Aboriginal prior ownership of land and the devolution of political authority to
the Northern Territory legislature. This co-incidence of divergent agendas in
the Northern Territory, meant that at the very time the Territory politicians
were seeking political and geographic autonomy, the accepted view that the
Commonwealth was holding Northern Territory land "in trust" for a future
Government was being challenged by Aboriginal people and their supporters.2
While the root cause of the conflict is, of course, the history of land theft which
accompanied the colonial settlement of the Aboriginal landscape, its
expression in 1983, in the Northern Territory, was brought about by a recent
history of political and social reform.
This thesis identifies the events of the period November 1983 to May 1986, as
part of an existing territorial struggle over Land Rights. From the inception of
the Aboriginal Land Rights (NT) Act in 1976, prior to the grant Territory self
government in 1978, the CLP had been engaged in a conflict with Aboriginal
land councils and the Commonwealth Government over the extent and
nature of Aboriginal Land Rights in the Northern Territory. Throughout, the
CLP had maintained the principal that land inside the borders of the Northern
Territory belonged to the Northern Territory Government, on behalf of the
people of the Northern Territory. As such the key issues of sovereignty,
identity and rights to land, which would be which would be played out in the
events which followed the 1 1 November 1983 announcement of the handback,
were already circulating the Northern Territory community. What makes the
events surrounding the handback of Uluru unique however, was, as argued,
the convergence of particular Territory, Commonwealth and Anangu agendas
at a place of powerful local and national symbolism.
The Territory Government seized on the handback of Uluru as a focus for its
anti-Commonwealth Land Rights agenda, both in the Territory and, later,
beyond. The CLP understood and capitalised on the fact that Uluru, as Ayers
Rock, was not somewhere "out there" or "up there", beyond the experience of
non-Aboriginal Northern Territory and Australian residents, but rather a site
of significance in a non-Aboriginal Australian sense of place and consequently,
sense of identity. While much larger areas of land than Uluru National Park

2 Loveday, P; Hodg ins B. W; Grant, S. D., "Not Quite Members
,
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had been handed back to Aboriginal peoples by 1983 and the Commonwealth
had already overridden the wishes of the Territory Government in its
negotiations over Kakadu National Park, it was with the handback of Uluru
that the CLP made its ideological and political stand. This thesis demonstrates
it was a stand made possible (and effective) by the exploitation of non
Aboriginal territorial fears that the hand back would require a relinquishment
of the emotional and cultural meanings which created the Park as "more than
another piece of land". Chapter 1 argues this that claiming a non-Aboriginal
community of support was not an issue of principal, but rather of necessity, as
the CLP had neither the constitutional or legal authority to otherwise assert its
claims.
This thesis demonstrates the constitutional limitations to the territorial
aspirations of the CLP resulted in political frustration, which in turn resulted
in a greater emphasis on political campaigning than on ideology. In 1982, the
CLP offered Northern Territory title to Uluru to Anangu at a time when they
were seeking support for changes to the Land Rights Act. In 1983, the CLP
opposed the granting of Commonwealth title to Uluru to the same people on
the basis there had been no proper consultation. ln 1984 and in 1985, the CLP
again offered Northern Territory title to Anangu, but from September 1985,
the CLP fought the handback on the basis Anangu should not be granted title
to place of national significance. The CLP was consistent in its opposition to
the grant of Commonwealth title to Uluru, as they had been since the
implementation the Land Rights (NT) Act. They were however inconsistent
and opportunistic in their opposition to the concept

of

Anangu ownership.

In

pursuing their campaign against the Commonwealth , the CLP saw more
opportunity for success in tactics which relied on racial mistrust and
misinformation - including generating threats to non-Aboriginal access and
tourism development, depicting Anangu as "manipulated" or not the "real"
owners of the Rock, manufacturing changes to the Park and evoking
emotional symbolism, than on negotiation or informed debate. While it
would take the work of another thesis to elaborate on the Commonwealth's
agenda, it is clear both Governments were intent on their own territorial
vision of the handback, and as Chapter 2 details, the political competition had
direct personal consequences.
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The elusive question is, of course, what exactly the Territory Government
hoped to achieve by its campaign. Tuxworth admitted he did not think he
could force a Commonwealth back down in his October 1985 campaign, while
Everingham never publicly stated his assessment of his Government's
chances. One is left with an impression of a fight on principal, in which the
fight itself was the main objective, rather than a victory in what was in essence,
a political David and Goliath contest. The populist appeal of the underdog
was, of course, ably exploited by Everingham. An insight into the CLP agenda
is provided by Bob Collins, who noted that in 1983 no-one, including the CLP
or the Federal Coalition, saw the Federal ALP Government as anything other
than an aberration, as had been the Whitlam Government in the early 1970s.
As such, it may well have been the case that the CLP were relying on short
term benefits from opposition to the handback, in the (as we now know)
mistaken belief it would only be a wait of one parliamentary term before a
Federal Coalition Government "returned" them the Park.3
The best conclusion to this thesis was provided in May 1986, by the Territory
Conservation Minister, Barry Coulter.

At this time, the hand back was

complete and the National Park was being administered by a Board of
Management with an Anangu majority. The Territory Government had
refused to appoint a representative to the Board, although the Territory
opposition was represented. The Territory Government had also refused to
place their officers under the supervision of ANPWS in a joint Park service, so
the Board scrapped the idea of a joint service and voted for a specially recruited
Uluru Park Service. CCNT rangers could apply to join the new service but to
do so, they had to literally take off their Northern Territory, CCNT badge and
adopt that of the new service. Against this background, the Territory
Conservation Minister headed off to Canberra for talks with his federal
counterpart, Barry Cohen and the Director of ANPWS. When questioned on
what he would talk about, Mr Coulter response to the Territory media was,

"I

won't surrender Uluru". Contained in what was on the surface a Monty
Python-esque response is a territorial truth. Like Everingham and Tuxworth
before him, Coulter was faced with the reality of Territorian politics and he too
chose to come out fighting.

3

Collins, 1 6 .9.94
8 1

APPENDIX 1 .

Maps of the Uluru Region

1.

Map showing A nangu ownership of places and the
location of Anangu estates around Uluru.

2.

Map showing traditional Anangu travel routes in the
region.

3.

Non-Aboriginal map of 1885. Ayers Rock (Uluru) is
marked at 131.1(logt)/25.4(lat)

4.

Non-Aboriginal map 1930 - the region was gazetted as
Aboriginal Reserve Land in 1920.

5.

Non-Aboriginal map 1965 - 487 square miles of land
around Uluru was revoked from the Aboriginal
Reserve and declared a National Park in 1958.

6.

Non-Aboriginal map 1976.

7.

Non-Aboriginal map 1984 - prior to the handback.
Yulara has been gazetted as a township, while the land
surrounding it is now Aboriginal land owned by the
Ka1i1i Land Trust.

8.

CombinedAnangu/non-Aboriginal map 1986 - Note
the communities (mentioned in Chapter 2) where
people with traditional responsibilities for Uluru were
living before the 1980s.

Sources:

1-2: Layton, R., Uluru: an Aboriginal historyof Ayers
Rock Aboriginal Studies Press, Canberra, 1989; 3-7: NT
Department of Lands; 6: Ulgru (Ayers Rock- Mount
Olga) Plan of Management, 1991.
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APPENDIX 2.

CLP Election material for the 1983 Northern Territory Election and the 1984
Federal Election.

1.

The original Mitchell cartoon from The Australian, 15
November 1983.

2.

The CLP "Vote 1 Everingham" advertisement (NTN, 1
December 1983)

3.

CLP advertisement (NTN, November 1983)

4.

CLP advertis�ment (NTN, November 1983)

5.

CLP advertisement (NTN, November 1983)

6.

CLP flier for the predominantly Aboriginal non-urban
electorate of Stuart, 1983 (NTAS, NTRS 846/ Pl, Loveday
Papers)

7.

CLP brochure for the predominantly non-Aboriginal,
urban electorate of Wagaman (NTAS, NTRS 846/ P1,
Loveday Papers)

8.

CLP advertisement for the 1984 Federal election (NTN, 28
November 1984)
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I need your tot a l s u pport o n Dece m b e r 3 .

G i ve m e t h e n u m bers t h a t w i l l make

the Fed e r a l Gove r n m e n t sit down
w i t h u s a n d reco n s i d e r d e c i s i o n s
l i.ke Ayers Rock.

STAND UP
FOR THE
TERRITORY.
'

· VOTE CLP
,
. l
I

�·

l M U V C: M I I .,:) C: M C. I ..., t t

My Government has recognised the importance of
tourism to the · gr().w t h and prosperity of the Territory.
We have attracted- hundreds of m i l l ions of dollars to build
the industry. International hotels, resort centres like
Yu lara and major complexes like the
Esplanade i n Darwin and the
Alice Springs Sheraton.

Don't let Canberra slow us down.

STAND UP
FOR THE
TERRITORY.

VOTE CLP
l•
.,

-
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.
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D UP
FOR THE TERRITORY
(:)
�)
I

ARAFURA
Bob Woodward

JINGILI
Paul EVeringham

BERRIMAH
Barry

Coulter

KOOLPINYAH

Noel

Padgham-Punch

0

MILLNER
Laur e Palfy

(·--. � - -...-£>...
\ "' - -:r:
. -.''<J,yi!/
NIGHTCLIFF
...
•

...-

Steve'Hi'liton

,Q,
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/"
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CASUARINA

FANN I E BAY

N1ck Dondas

Marshall Perron

LEANYER

LUDMILLA

Mick Palmer

I

.....

.

Colin

10
'-<:--;r

\

.
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PORT DARWIN
Tom Harns

F1rm1n

..\:
�':......� )'

SANDERSON
Daryl Manz1e
\�

.�
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VICTORIA RIVER

VICTORIA R I V E R

WAGAMAN

WANG URI

Terry McCarthy

Ron Wnght

Fred Fmch

Don Dale

I need your total support on
December 3 to give me the
numbers that w i l l make
the Federal Government
sit down
with us and
reconsider
decisions I i ke
Ayers Roc k .

VOTE CLP

VOTE

[!] CLP

--

.

!

....

VOTE

[!] CLP

FRED
FINCH

on

.·J"
J

.
. ...
�
.

December 3

FRED FINCH
FOR

WAGAMAN
)

'

Your polling booth in Wagaman will be at>

\
I

WAGAMAN: Wagaman Primary School

Cnr. Limrnen St. & Wagaman Tee

CLP

\DJt

Every day more and more Territorians are coming lo feel U1al U1e
Federal land rights legislation is tearing U1e 'lerrilory aparl.
Setting Terrilorian against Tcrrilorian.
It is threatening our future. A. CLP team, headed by Paul
Everingham, will fight to resolve U1e land rights act bringing about fair and
just change lo benefit all Territorians.
ACTION NEEDS TO BE TAI{EN TO:
• Sel time limits to conb·ol U1e Land I<ighl(j process. • Disallow repeat
claims. • Disallow claims agajnst Public Pull)OSC and 1 ational Park lands.

To protectthe.tlui1gs we've all worked so hard for. I (Jte 1 Hceringlwm and
Iet 's wzn it for the Territory.
'

/

.

VOTE [1] ;,;·�
EVERINGHAM

.

,.�wm

I

·And Lets Win·ItForTheTerritory.

,...........J ..., ......... ,,,_..,,."

tt....."'�•• ,... t

f ,•
.

.

.

..

10-The NT News. Wednesday. November 28. 198•

APPENDIX3
CLPOctober

1.

1985campaign material

Press advertisement (ran in every Australian national,
metropolitan and regional newspaper)

2

Press advertisement (ran in Saturday newspapers on
October

3

26

1985)

Front cover CLP booklet, distributed to every Federal
politician, as well as the media and the public at
Tuxworth appearances, October

Sources:

1985.

1&2: The Weekend Australian, 12/13 & 26/27 October
1983; 3: State Library, North Australia Collection.
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.(AND ALWAYS HAS)

n October 26 without consult.'ltion or mandate. tJ1e Peder:U
Labor Government ,,;n h;md over Ayers Rock and the
whole of the Uluru National Park to fewer tl1an 100 Australians.
They ,,;n then pay these special :\ustr<l11ans S75.000 a year to
ICd.SC it back from them. All Austr<lli~ns l'isiting A)'crs Rock '"II
pay to ~c~ it. :~ntl tl1c new 01mcr~ 11'111 ~d 20%. <>f th:tt k.: <L' ll'dl.
The Northern 'li.:rntOI)' Cnwrnmcnt is Jd;unantl}·
orpos.."(] to Uus JC!IOn:
• It is contrary to accepted procedures under which litnd
claims hal'e been made - until now.
• It shows an arrogant disregard by Uie Hi.lwke L.11>or
Go,'ernment of the 1nterest.s of the Northern Territory and of
all !lustralians.
• It is Jnother misuse of Commonwcaltl1 power in ;m :m.'J
which has always been regarded as a St.'lte rcsponsibilit)'.
• It places in the hands of just a few that which belongs to all
Australians: :\ycrs Rock. the heart of this countr)'.

The Northern Tcrntot)' Coi'CI nment seeks surrort (,om
the Australian community to rn:1.:ntthis <Kt of gr<>:>S
1rresponsibd1t}·. The liall'he L.thor Go~'o:rnmcnt mU>t ~
to!minded that it 1> cli:cktlto 1 ..:-'>l~d the ''1sh..:.-. ()lth..: m<•JOttty
of ,\ustrali:~ns. nc,t to sen-.: the n:utow fJcttonJ mtu..:st o( 1Ls
Oll'n left win~.
\\'ttl 1\ilth,·tm,· \:, ,,~,· t:>l ....,,h un.k·r d.uull b,• n,.,,)
l'c1 h~ps the C1.:.•t B:~rn,·• 1\,,, '"llti>ll()w
:\ustt':l!i;111~ dtd nut~~~·~ th.: II.II\ I-..: Cr,\l·>nnKnl :t m:.n.t .• ~c·
to dil'ide thts country.
They ~<\?rc ~11en custody of
our heritage. nr•t the right to
I!J''o! 1t aw;,y.

NORTHERN TERRITORY GOVT.

-

· - --~--~~

AUST

..

S!
Today the Hawke Labor Gov~rnment will
1 give Ayers Rock away to fewer than 100 __
Australians.
·They will also get $75,000 a year and
20% of all fees you will have to pay to visit
the Rock in future.
Australians did not give the Hawke Lab.or
Government a mandate to divide this country.
They were given the custody of our
heritage, not the right
to give it away.

I
I

!

i

I.
i
I

.~

NORTlfERN TERRfTORY GOVT. .
Write to your federal Member and tell him what you think about giving Ayers Rock away.
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APPENDIX4.

1.

CLP Land Rights advertisement, 1982 (CA, August 1982).
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Arournenls oboul ,-:ho ovms
?u slrc �o ore simplislic ond deslrt·c
live. All Auslrolicns, block ond while,
own Au ;, r o l i
In the Norlhern
·
Tc:r!�cri' l"bc;i�inc! lc.�(_J P.igh!s � s �
bel of Ide. Lend ownership hos led
to o re-eme.·gence of pride ond
purpose in 1\borigino/ commumties.
Th:� Government's intent is thot Lend
R:g��:; ;e.-:;!�/ · �.--ad:· ::: th� Territc;ry.
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APPENDIXS.

1.

"Joke" map distributed in Alice Springs in November
1983.

2.

NT News,

3.

Peverill Cartoon, CA, 16 November 1983.

12 November 1983.
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